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Center cites best ways to study

BRIEFING
U. to offer concealed
carry gun safety classes

lanell Kingsborough
REPORTER

Continuing and Extended
Education is offering the 12 hours
of required training to apply for a
permit to carry a concealed
weapon in convenient evening
classes taught by NRA certified
instructors.
The 10-hour classroom portion will cover safe handling and
storage, safe ammunition handling, shooting techniques and
laws relating to deadly force.
Participants are then required
to complete the two-hour range
time requirement.
Upon successful completion of
written and live fire test, participants will receive the required
State of Ohio pamphlet and a certificate allowing them to apply for
a permit.
The classes will meet twice a
week for two weeks from 6-8:30
p.m.
Currently scheduled classes:
Tuesdays and Thursdays, May 4,
6,11 and 13.
Range time May 20,6-8 p.m.
Monday and Wednesdays, May
17,19,24 and 26.
Range time: lune 2,6-8 p.m.
The fee for the class is $149.
A 10 percent discount is being
offered to members of the
University community when registering for one of the two currently scheduled classes.
To register for classes, call 3728181.
Course participants must be at
least 18 years old to participate in
the gun safety classes and be at
least 21 years old to apply for a
permit.
No concealed weapons are
permitted on campus.

It's the sleepless nights, the
sweaty hands, the red face, the
excruciating fast heartbeat that
comes right before an exam.
It's anxiety
Without it, people wouldn't
get as much done. But this shortterm, muscle-clenching, mindracing infection isn't always easy
for everyone to kick.
"You can't get rid of anxiety,"
said Melissa Tag, a first year graduate student of the College
Student Personnel. "We don't
want to do that. The point is to
try to manage it"
Last night the Counseling
Center held a test anxiety
workshop
for
University
students preparing for finals
week.
Anxiety is made up of two
different factors: the physical,
when your body is telling
you that you are anxious,
and the cognitive, when your
mind is racing or goes blank.
"Anxiety can be good because
it increases performance, but
too much physical anxiety can
bring you down," said Tiffany
Beach, a first year graduate student
of Mental
Health

of context."
Whether you are worried
about not having enough time to
finish the exam or questions you
have to go back and read over
and over again, Beach said you
should always follow your first
instincts.
"If you know you are berter
with essays, get them done
first. Start with your strongest
point first so you can leave
enough time for yourself to
do what is harder for you," she
said.
To some, there might not be a
feeling of relief.
"After the test, you always
think of that one question
that you think you got
wrong," University senior Amy
Ladd said.
And don't forget to read directions. Multiple choice questions
might ask for the worst answer
instead of the best answer, Beach
said.
"On the day of the test, get to
the exam early enough so that
you don't have to rush, but not so
early that you have time to worry
yourself," she said. "And do not
engage in discussions of material right before the exam. It will
just confuse you."

Counseling.
Physical anxiety can be
conquered by simple breathing.
Breathe in your nose, and
exhale out your mouth which
reduces your heart rate
increased by high anxiety.
But mental anxiety takes positive thinking and rewards.
"Make sure you take time
for yourself after your exam,"
Tag said. "Do what is enjoyable
to you. Ever, something as
simple as calling or visiting a
friend."
Consuming yourself with
studying only increases anxiety,
Tag said. She suggests going to
an exam without books or notes,
and being confident that you are
prepared.
"There is so much to study, I
always wonder how I will be able
to remember everything," said
University senior Erin Hoffman
who attended the workshop last
night.
But according to Tag. cramming the night before an exam
isn't the answer.
"Cramming blocks your learning process and makes it easy to
forget what you teamed after you
take the exam," she said. "It
forces you to learn material out

Rest easy during finals
week for best results
THE BG HE*S

With exam week coming up
fast, many students are battling
nervousness about their final
tests.
Test anxiety doesn't necessarily have to play the large role it
does in many students' lives
during the semester's conclusion, according to Cathy
Kocarek. a psychologist at the
Counseling Center on campus.
"You don't want anxiety to get
in between you and your performance," she said.
There are many ways to prevent test anxiety, but exercise,
relaxation and taking care of
your body are particularly helpful, Kocarek said. She also suggested practicing breathing
exercises its a way to relax before
an exam.
Preparing thorouglily for an
exam is also a good way to combat nervousness, according to
Joyce Blinn, assistant director of
the study skills lab.

"We're in the part of the
semester where you're feeling
the crunch," Blinn said.
She said students should plan
ahead of time when they will
study for their exams to allow for
plenty of review time.
"The key is die preparation
beforehand." Blinn said.
I'Or the most part, University
students report feeling smallhut
not
overwhelming—
amounts of nervousness before
taking tests. This is normal,
Kocarek said.
"I think we've all experienced
feeling some anxiety," she said"It's when it interferes with our
ability to function that it
becomes more serious."
Any student having difficulty
dealing with test anxiety can
contact the Counseling Center
at 372-2061.The Center, located
in 320 Saddlemire Student
Services, offers free counseling
services to University students.

KERRY STOPS IN TOLEDO

Music
industry
sues more
than 400,
students
By Ted Bndis
THE ASS0CIAIE PRESS

WASHINGTON—The recording industry sued 477 more computer users yesterday, including
dozens of college students at
schools in 11 states, accusing
them of illegally sharing music
across the Internet.
The
Recording Industry
Association of America, the trade
group for the largest labels,
praised efforts by colleges and
universities to use technology and
school policies to crack down on
music piracy on their own computer networks. But it said the
most egregious offenders on campus deserved to be sued.
"There is also a complementary
need for enforcement by copyright owners against the serious
offenders to remind people that
this activity is illegal," said the
group's president, Cary Sherman.
The recording industry filed its
latest complaints against "John
Doe" defendants, identifying
them only by their numeric
Internet protocol addresses. It
said lawyers will work through the
courts to request subpoenas

Sttven Senne AP '■'■?■,,

KERRY'S TOUR: Democratic persidential candidate Sen. John Kerry, D-Mass., center, greets supporters as former U.S. Marine and Vietnam veteran Richard Server, right, looks on
before a campaign stop in Toledo, yesterday. This stop finished Kerry's three-day "Jobs First Express—On the Road to a Stronger Economy" bus tour. During his Toledo visit, Kerry
mapped out his proposals for combining tougher trade policies, tax incentives and new investments to create 10 million new jobs in his first term. According to the Associated
Press, President Bush is also expected to tour the Midwest next week with a stop in Toledo scheduled for Tuesday.

Fashion show displays new summer trends
By Latoya Hunter
REPORTER

It's 7:30 p.m. and the soft murmur of the
crowd brings a sense of anticipation to the
Union Ballroom. Suddenly, the murmurs
are drowned out by the blaring of drums
... guitar... bass.., fashion.
This is BG's first live Rock N" Roll
Fashion Show.
Sponsored by Diversity Boutique and
the Musicians' Guild, the show was a
chance for the campus not only to unwind
from the tension of impending finals, but
also for boutique owner Erin Norman to
showcase the "diversity" of her clothes.

MUSIC, PAGE 2

FOUR-DAY FORECAST
The four-day forecast is taken
from weather.com

™

"I am trying to open people's eyes to only showed off their clothing, but also
new music, new trends, and a whole lot of threw prize- filled balloons to the huncreativity,"
Norman
dreds of people in tlieir
said.
"I am trying to open seats.
The show incorporatThis maintained a
ed several scenes people's eyes to new show that was a mixture
including a rock n' roll
music, new trends, of high fashion, high
and a live rock n'
themed scene, an urban
and a whole lot of energy
roll band that played
wear scene and a school
while the models walked
creativity."
girl scene.
Models walked down
down the runway.
ERIN NORMAN, BOUTIQUE OWNER
The
four-member
the runway with an
emphasis on maintainband— Expiate— was
ing a liveliness that pulled the audience an integral part of the show that set the
into the program. As they walked, they not tone for the evening.
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ROCK AND ROLL, PAGE 2

SATURDAY

Thunder
storms

High: 77"
Low: 60'

Thunder
storms

High: 72"
Low: 44*

FOR ALL THE NEWS VISIT WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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"When you hear lire music instead of a
DJ, it's a completely different vibe"
Norman said during the band's practice.
The band which was mostly composed
of University students played a total of
nine songs, both as the girls were on stage
and while they were getting ready for the
show.
While most of the clothing in the show
featured trends that may be geared toward
a younger crowd, Norman emphasized
that her clothes can be for anyone who

asa&tf
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Showers

I ligh: 58"
Low: 38"
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Fashion: no age limit

BRIEFING
Columbian school
bus crushed by
backhoe, kills 23

ROCK AND ROLL, FROM PAGE 1

wants to feel sexy.
"I'm trying to reach 18-100
years old — Any hot mama."
Norman said.
For those "hot mamas." all
clothing in the show can be
found at Diversity Boutique and
according to Norman were purchased from LA., Miami or
lapan.
For Norman, a University student, the show was an example
of a broader world, both of fashion and diversity. It was her
chance to bring something different to both the campus and

BOGOTA Colombia (AP) —
A construction amirs backhoe
tumbled down a steep hillside
onto a major highway
Wednesday and crushed a
school bus. killing at least 21
children and two adults, and
injuring 36 children, officials
said.
The backhoe was being
lowed along a section of road
higher up the hill when it rolled
off a ledge and plunged nearly
rti feet before crushing the bus
on the highway below, said
Claudia Cubillos. a spokeswoman lor the Bogota I lealth
Ministry, which oversees rescue
efforts.
Mayor Luis Eduatdo Car/on
sped to the scene of the accident by motorbike to show solidarity with the victims and
their families,
This is a dramatic, terrible
tragedy," Garzon told reporters
at the scene of the crash.
The children aboard the bus
ranged in age from 7 and 12.
Ambulances with sirens wailing rushed the injured to hospital, but there were no immediate details on the conditions of
the injured.
The bus driver survived
unharmed, while the backhoe's
driver was in a critical condi-

the community.
"I knew when I went to BG,
there was a need for fashion."
Norman said. "I like BG and I
think it has a lot of possibilities,
but it needs a lot of diversity."
For University student Don
Burton, BG's first live Rock and
Roll Fash ion Show was a positive
experience tliat students needed.
"It was pretty exciting and of
course 1 liked the models," he
said. "The mix of rock and roll
with a live band was something
unique. Being somewhat of a
trendsetter myself, I found the
show quite exhilarating."

VILLAGE GREEN
APARTMENTS

Jones' attorney, federal publicdefender Michael Novara,
declined comment.
Investigators said they discovered the scheme when Jones, formerly of Vestaburg, Pa., made a
claim for a second set of quadruplets in 1997, about a year after
he said he and his new bride had
the first set of quadruplets, and
two years after he claimed they
had twins.
Jones was married but doctored a marriage license to indicate he was newly married
because his wife's $40,000 salary

BROWN HONDA

MUSIC, FROM PAGE 1
Samantfia Anderson BG News

FASHION: The Musicians Guild
sponsored last night's Rock and
Roll fashion show.
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I he Sisters of Alpha Gamma Delia would like to
congratulate our graduating seniors:

Amount Due d Stgning

Annie Araujo
Angela Benkey
Pam Cullers
Jen Ellerman
Amy Gill
Veronica Grasse
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5.1361 $129 1 $1591 $1891
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2004 CMC VPZ-Dr.

2004 CMC 1X4*.

Auto. «/C «M/FM CD

Auto A/C AM/FMC0
Keyless Entry, Pow* Equipment
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with the law."
The latest filings brings
the number of lawsuits filed
by the recording industry to
2,454 since last summer. None
of the cases have yet gone to trial,
and 437 people so far
have agreed to pay financial
penalties of about $3,000 as settlements.
The trade group said the
newest lawsuits targeted students
at Mansfield; Brown University
in Providence, Rhode Island;
Emory University in Atlanta;
Georgia Institute of Technology;
Gonzaga University of Spokane,
Wash.; Michigan State University;
Princeton
University
in
New Jersey; Sacred Heart
University of Fairfield, Conn.;
Texas A&M University; Trinity
College of Hartford, Conn.;
Trinity University of San Antonio;
the University of Kansas;
University
of
Minnesota
and
Virginia
Polytechnic
Institute.
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Toledo's Only Honda Dealer! IIMMIBS

Amount Due at Signing

/5 leases for May
/5 leases for August
/Two bedroom apartments
"Z Itlocks from Campus!
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would have excluded him from
benefits, prosecutors said.
When investigators with the
luslice Department and the
Department of Veterans Affairs
traced the claims back to lones,
they discovered that he was also
filing for Social Security checks
belonging to his brother, who
was serving a federal prison sentence for armed bank robbery.
Federal officials said lones was
able to claim $65,000 from
Veterans Affairs and another
$24000 from Social Security

against the universities and
some commercial Internet
providers to learn the defendants'
names.
Campus officials at Mansfield
University in Pennsylvania
warned
students
months
ago about requests from
the recording industry to
crack down on copyright
infringement on its computer
networks.
It threatened to unplug the
Internet connection for each student identified by the recording
industry as illegally sharing
music, until the student removed
all software used to distribute
songs online.
"Not everyone agrees that
downloading and file-sharing is
copyright infringement,'1 wrote
the school's technology director,
Connie L Beckman. "While this
may be debatable, Mansfield
University is required to comply

(H) HONDA (M

We're filling up fast!

480 Lehman
•
354-3533
•
rillagegieen@dacor.net •

CONNIE L BECKMAN, MANSFIELD UNIVERSITY'S TECHNOLOGY DIRECTOR

2,454 lawsuits
have colleges
onboard

Ohio man lied to claim benefits
I'lTTSBURGI I CAP) — An Ohio
man will serve a prison term for
allegedly using the military identification number of an Air Force
colonel who died in 1975toclaim
veterans benefits for twins and
two sets of quadruplets that
never existed.
Clarence B. (ones, 78, of
Canton, was sentenced yesterday to one year, nine months in
prison for his January conviction
on charges of mail fraud and
milking false claims. He was also
ordered to repay $89,087 bilked
from government agencies.

"Not everyone agrees that downloading and
file-sharing is copyright infringement."

Meredith Krebs
Vicki Lee
Jen Page
Amanda Palatas
Megan Rains
Lindsay White

■^ Good luck with your future endeavors! .'

Better Ingredients.
Better Pizza.

LARGE
CHEESE PIZZA
Bowling Green & BGSU
m
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Pickup or Delivery
Additional Toppings Extra
Good Thru May 7th

826 S. Main St. (Next to Big Lots)

We Accept Visa & Mastercard
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CAPTURE THE FLAG REGISTRATION CONTINUES TODAY
Students can sign up to participate in Saturday's campus-wide
Capture the Flag game through Friday from 10 a.m.-3 p.m. in
die Union Lobby.
The free event, being sponsored by Cru and Pepsi, will be held
from Noon-3 p.m., and will be followed by a cookout

CAMPUS
get a life

Good grades may not guarantee
graduation at Florida University
By David Oamron

THE 0RUND0 SENTIMEL

hllp-7/ewnls.bgsu.edu/

Noon -1 p.m.
Yoga Class
Week six of a six- week session.
Learn how to relax by focusing
on strict alignment of the body,
coordination of breath and
movement, holding postures
and the flow from one posture
to another. Material Fee: $40.
Register at Information Center
in the Union.

9 a.m. -7:30 p.m.
University Bookstore's Book
Buy Back.
Contact the University
Bookstore for more information.
Union Multipurpose Room
9 a.m. - 8 p.m.
Spring Ceramics Sale
Cash, check, bursar
1218 Fine Arts Center
10 a.m. -6 p.m.
Chess Challenge Info. Table
Sponsored by Chess Club
Union lobby
11 .i.ni. I. p.m.
Turning Passion Into
Enterprise. Registration
required. To register call
372-8181 or 1-877-650-8165.
Union

m Union

447 Math Science Bldg.

1:30 p.m.
AKASkee-Week Unity
Luncheon to promote unity
among the graduate and
undergraduate members of
Alpha Kappa Alpha.
Union Bowling Greenery

7:30 p.m.
Lab School: St. Aloysius and
Saint Patrick of I leatherdowns
School Bands
Free and open to the public.
Kolxicker Hall. Moore Musical
Arts Center

4:30-8 p.m.
Tropical Drink Bar at Kreischer
Sundial
Orange Dream Breezers, Sandy
Island Coolers, Strawberry
Daiquiris, Unfuzzy Navels,
Flamingos and more.
Kreischer Sundial

8 p.m.
Open Mic Poetry Night in the
Pub
Sponsored by Creative Minds
Movement.
Union Black Swamp Pub

The Center for International
l>rograms (CIP) is moving from its
present site in Offenhauer Tower
\\est tomorrow.
CIP will be closed Monday, and
will re-open in its new location.
Suite 61 (the former Countryside
Dining Room) in McDonald Hall
Tuesday.

BG NEWS
BRIEFING
Union lot: reserved
parking only today
The pay parking lot behind the
Union is reserved for a special
event today from 7 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Signs are posted at the
entrance to the lot indicating the
closure. Persons needing shortterm parking may utilize the
parking meters adjacent to the
Union.

CHECK US OUV
www. honiecilyice.com

6-9p.m.
Chemistry Club Spring Exam
Cram
The Chemistry Club will be
offering free tutoring to chemistry students before exams.
Everyone is welcome — bring
your last-minute chemistry
questions.

5 - 6 p.m.
First Hour Specials at the Black
Swamp Pub

Noon - 4 p.m.
Pie in the lace

International
Programs moves
tomorrow

The Black Swamp Pub is open
daily, 7 p.m. - Midnight and is
now open @ 5 p.m. on
Thursdays with a "First I lour"
special, half off all appetizers
and drinks (excluding bottom
less drinks).
Black Swamp Pub

Individuals will be able to
throw a whipped cream pie
into the face of an instructor or
student to relieve stress.
Sponsored by Delta Sigma Pi.
Bell Toiwr Mall

8 .i.m. - 61 >. n i.
Selections from
MFA Exhibitors
Sponsored by the Fine Arts
Center Galleries. For more
information on Fine Arts
Center Galleries exhibitions, see web site at:
http://digita
larts.bgsu.edii/gall
ery/current.cfm.
Union Galleries

Mitch Krane 5K to
be held Saturday
The Department of Recreational
Sports will host the Mitch Krane
5k run Saturday at 8 a.m. starting
at the Ice Arena. Participants
must register for the event by 5
p.m. tomorrow at the Student
Rec Center main office.
The cost is $5 per student or
$10 for non-students.

Donate unwanted
items to program
Today through May 9, when
residence halls close, the Office of
Residence Life is sponsoring its
third annual "When You Move
Out, Don't Throw It Out" program. Nonperishable food, clothing, books, school supplies and
personal items are needed.
Collection boxes are in residence hall lobbies and on the first
floor of the Union.
Items will be given to more
than 12 food pantries, shelters
and other Bowling Green/Toledo
area organizations, families and
individuals.
Call theOfficeof Residence Life
at 372-2011 with questions.

GREAT JOB OPPORTUNITIES

Home Bity Ice
PART-TIME NOW SFULL-TIME DURING SUMMER AND BREAKS

• Flexible Hours

• Great Pay

Per Hour

• Work 30-40 Hours
Per Week

(BUM

18008998070

ROUTE DELIVERY & PACKAGING
POSITIONS AVAILABLE

Wo Experience Necessary. Train in one facility during school.)
work in another during break. We oiler schedule flexibility
Start Training NOW! Schedule ai\ interview ASAP!

Get The Look

Full Service Hair Salon
NOW OPEN!
Complete Hair Service
Includes:
• Styling & Design • Perms
• Color & Highlight
• Special Occasion Up-Do's
Now Booking Appointments For A New You!
Come Experience Our

NEW TANNING BED
-52 bulbs w/side, shoulder
& facial tanners

The Best BG has to offer!

1616E.Wooster,Ste. 15

419.353.4757

(KRT) — Florida university students working for their diplomas
scxin may need to prove they can
think critically and communicate
— not just make the grade.
A package of accountability
measures passed Thursday by the
Florida Board of Governors
requires all II stale universities to
devise methods to certify students are proficient in their learning before they graduate.
Under the plan, universities
will require new students — perhaps as early as this fall — to sign
contracts with their schools
agreeing to demonstrate certain
writing, thinking and communication skills before they graduate.
Each university would have to
certify they meet the requirements, perhaps through essays.
exams or other evaluations.

UDA presents
spring showcase
this weekend
The
University
Dance
Association's Spring Showcase
will be held tomorrow and
Saturday at H p.m. in 222 tippler
Nonh.
ballet, jazz, hip hop, modem
and tap pieces will be performed in this student and faculty choreography concert.
The event is free, but donations are appreciated.
The
University
Dance
Alliance is a student organization under the auspices of the

Dance Program of HMSLS,

If a student failed to meet the
requirements, the university
would decide whether that
should prevent graduation, the
lead proponent of the plan said.
"I don't care how they enforce
that." board member Steve
Uhlfelder said during the group's
meeting In Tallahassee. I la. "The
purpose of this is to proi ide maximum flexibility to the universities."
Universities also will be measured on how successfully they
enroll minorities and set lire
research grants and by their graduation rates, among other factors,
the board of governors decided.
State lawmakers require that
university funding be tied lo per
formance
l-ariy proposals included calls
for a standardized test for all sludents to take before graduating,
reminiscent of the reading and

math exams Florida high school
Students must pass to earn their
diplomas.
University officials and other
critics contended that such a test
would he costly and redundant,
since students already are graded

on their work.
They also said it makes no
sense to test students with differ-

eni majors on the same exam.
The
pioposal
approved
Thursdaj gi\es each school the
abilitj io evaluate students from
different majors in different ways.

The package ol reforms appeared
to be in peril in March when
board discussions with school
ofDdals broke down. It has taken
nearly a year to put this package
together.
"It has inn been an easy
process.
said
board

Chairwoman Carolyn Roberts.

TAKING CARE.

Samanttia ftndersoSKIN CARE CONSULTATION: Members of Alpha Kappa Alpha try out
Maty Kay products as consultant Heather Crosby shares tips lor
healthy skin last night. The event was held in Olscamp Hall.
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QUOTEUNQUOTE
"I can't help with policy, I don't do press.
[ButI when he wants that peanut butter
and jelly sandwich, I'm ready."
Win Kerry campaign aide/valet MARVIN NICHOLSON JR.

OPINION

Curving down Ivy League grades

lp|
UWIREEditorial l U-ofMisslssipiH
Sometimes the spirit moves
college students to cross fingers
for a curved test grade.
In the Ivy League, curves are a
norm leaked to the public that
administrators are trying to
break.
When 91 percent of Harvard
undergrads receive honors with
their diplomas and nearly 50
percent of Princeton students
get As in their classes, one has to
wonder about the depreciation
of America's highest tiers of edu-

t^

cation.
To prevent that effect,
Princeton faculty OK'd grade
rationing to turn the tide against
grade inflation, CNN.com
reported Tuesday.
The school reportedly tried
strongly encouraging their
instructors to be less generous
with their grading system in
1998, but apparently that was to
little avail.
Under the recently approved
scale. 35 percent of an under-

•

graduate class would receive As.
Ideally, this rule will return grading patterns to levels seen from
1987 to 1992, said Princeton
Dean Nancy Weiss Malkiel, the
person who came up with the
plan.
Sure this plan might effect
immediate change on grade
inflation, but it's an easy way out
of a situation unsolvable by
grade quotas.
Grade inflation doesn't only
exist in the Ivy League—it

Falsity of Christian arguments
THOMAS
WYMER

Guest Columnist
It is interesting that The BG
News has found it necessary to
defend itself from the charge of
being "The BG Christian News,"
arguing last I'riday that they are
simply "generating discussion on
the topic of religion" by having "a
columnist on the staff who
writes from a Christian viewpoint."
Discussion on this topic is certainly a good thing, and there is
nothing especially offensive
about the columns by Brad
Custis, which the editorial was
somewhat ambiguously referring to in that defense.
But part of what Custis'
columns seem to have generated
are additional columns from a
supposed Christian viewpoint by
Kristi Leigh, also a BG News staff
member, and these are offensive.
There is nothing objectionable
about honest declarations of
faith. What is objectionable are
factual claims that are simply not
true.
"A Christian viewpoint" does
not accurately describe the narrow-minded, and outrageously
uninformed and distorted viewpoint apparent in Leigh's writings. Such absurdly false claims
— that evolution is a discredited
scientific theory or that not one
historical mistake has been
found in the Bible — are usually
only defended in extreme right
wing Christian media.
But the very pervasive and
successful propaganda mill of
right-wing Christianity has

unfortunately convinced many
people that this is an essentially
Christian viewpoint, which it
most definitely is not. Indeed,
such views fly in the face of the
well-established and respectable
(admittedly not unblemished)
traditions of intellectual rigor
and intellectual honesty of mainstream Christian theology.
One example of the success of
propaganda from my own experience is the numerous times I
have found Roman Catholics in
my classes repeating the notion
that one has to make a choice
between believing in God or in
evolution, arguing this position
in ignorance of the fact that two
papal encyclicals during the last
half-century have acknowledged
the validity of evolutionary theory
But these students had
become convinced that the fundamentalist view is the Christian
view.
Catholicism, along with many
forms of mainstream
Christianity and ludaism, does
acknowledge that evolution represents a challenge to faith, as
does legitimate biblical criticism.
But intellectually respectable
forms of religion do not meet
those challenges by gross distortion or ignorant denial of the
overwhelming evidence in support of evolutionary theory or by
gross oversimplification and willful ignorance of the very real textual and historical problems to
be found in sacred scripture.
Arguments like those of Ms.
Leigh do no service to
Christianity. They can only serve
as a source of embarrassment to
informed and intellectually honest Christians, as an object of

W^

occurs at many schools.
Raising educational standards
and accountability for faculty
and students instead of bowing
to quotas just might be a more
effective way to combat fake
grades.
Heightening educational quality departmentally might be better for all involved. Another
means of making certain students leam their material is having a department-wide, standardized exam system for each

ridicule for the irreligious, and,
most unfortunately, as a means
of further spreading this kind of
ignorance.
For me, speaking as an educator, these arguments do not
especially provoke my religious
sensibilities one way or the
other. Rather 1 see them as relating directly to what I and most of
my colleagues do every day in
the classroom in trying to
accomplish two of the central
goals of a university, to foster the
skills of critical thinking and
value analysis.
The columns I have been
referring to are egregious examples of the failure to understand
and apply those skills and to
guard against the way in which
one's values can sometimes
totally distort one's ability to
think critically.
Taking the blatantly biased
views of fundamentalist
Christian sources as authoritative information about science,
for example, is a perfect example
of the failure to critically evaluate
sources. Not to call attention to
such failures would be dereliction of my duty as an educator.
Moreover, since so much of
the current state and national
political agenda seems to be driven by the purveyors of this kind
of misinformation — to the
extent of arguing to state legislators that public universities
should be obliged to countenance such views as academically acceptable — it would be
dereliction of my duty as a citizen to leave such nonsense
unanswered.

Where are you going
on vacation this
summer, or where
would you like to go?

LAND0N MCCARR0LL
FRESHMAN, PRE-MED

"I would like to go to
Hawaii, because I am
part-Hawaiian."

rs
GINA GRAHAM
FRESHMAN, MATH ED.
"I would like tc go to
Montego Bay, Jamaica.'

Wymer is a professor of English
at the University.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Does religion
belong in the
newspaper?

"I am going on a road
trip to Niagra Falls,
Florida ana Arizona."

Since when has the BG News
become a mouthpiece for
would-be Christian preachers?
It seems that two or three
columns each week are devoted
to some proselytizer. The stated
policy is that columns are "usually ... in response to a current
issue on the University's campus
or the Bowling Green area" Is

Christian sermon printed.
Moreover, I challenge every
other stripe of faith to get
involved.
Come on you Marxists,
Anarchists and proselytizing
atheists! Let's see you get to
work. Let's see some even-handedness and diversity in the BG
News.
On the other hand, maybe college newspaper columns are an
inappropriate place to publish
sermons.

DAVID SEARS
INSTRUCTOR, ENGLISH

Well, what do you think? E-mail us: thenews@bgnews.com.

learned little.
|
Setting a cap on grades doesn't
do the trick either—it discourses a class of hard workers. It's
arbitrary, and in an educational
system already plagued with pet •
students and sliding grade
scales, more random acts of academic ego are the last thing
needed to fix the problem of
grade inflation.
Capping grades is not the way.
Making teachers enforce grades

All faiths deserve to
PEOPLE have a public voice
ON THE STREET

NIKKIWERLING
FRESHMAN, MAJOR,
NinTflTlONAL SCIENCES

this policy being neglected in
favor of an opportunity for some
to preach?
If this is the case, 1 have a challenge.
Perhaps it's too late this
semester, but there is still a little
time left, and there's plenty of
time in semesters to come.
I challenge the student body
to submit columns from the
other proselytizing religions for
every Christian one and demand
that they be printed.
And I challenge the editors to
be fair and print a Muslim and a
Buddhist sermon for every
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class, similar to what the Ole
Miss School of Accountancy
does.
The tests are difficult, but the
educational value is worth it.
Sure, a 52 on a test that magically turns into a 78 is awesome,
but the long-term results corrode the quality of the degree
students work four or more years
to earn.
That's not fair to them, and it
lets instructors off easy when in
fact their students show they've

DOUG STEVENS
SOPHOMORE, BUSINESS

"I want to go to
Canada for some
french fries and gravy."

Truth — it is something all of
us are searching after and long
to know. It is a foundation that
we all can build our lives upon.
But what is truth?
To me truth is something that
is real and can be trusted.
Truth is something that I have
pursued my whole life and 1
continue to leam what it means.
To me lesus Christ and his ways
are truths that a person can
build their whole life upon and
around. In my life, he has never
let me down and I believe he
never will.
Over this past semester 1 have
continued to write about lesus
and what his truths have done
in my life and the lives of others.
Many people have emailed
me or questioned me about
why I have been writing on this
topic, and I wanted to address
some of these concerns.
In today's society and media
it is almost taboo if you attempt
to talk about religion, faith and
especially lesus. People think
that it is too sensitive of a topic
to be talked about unless someone asks you about your faith.
But God did not tell
Christians to only wait for others to ask believers about a faith
in lesus Christ told the disciples
to go and teach all nations
about him and what he did on
the cross for all people, lesus did
not tell the Apostles to wait for
people to ask them about him,
he told them to go tell others.
To me, Jesus and his commandment of going and telling
others about him and what he
has done for all mankind is so
real that it is a driving force
behind why I have been writing
It is hypocritical how people
can talk about abortion, homosexual marriage, assisted suicide
and other sensitive topics but if
someone talks about lesus it is
too sensitive. To me it Ls a double standard in today's media.
Since talking about religion,
faith or anything of the sort is so
taboo in today's society there
are Christian bookstores, CD's,
clothing and other sources that

are strictly Christian. I understand that the bookstores, CD's,
clothing and other sources serve
their purpose and there is a
place for them.
But talking about religion,
faith and lesus in a public
forum is good for everyone
because we all get to hear the
arguments for and against faith.
If Christians only talked to
Christians about Christ then it
would be redundant because
we both have the same belief in
lesus.
But if everyone can hear why
a person is a Muslim, atheist,
lehovah's Witness or any other
religion or faith, everyone benefits because we all can decide
which belief will stand in the
end.
I encourage everyone who
has different viewpoints to write
for the BG News so the truth
can be revealed for people to
see.
With all of these religions and
beliefs, one has to be right and
all the others have to be wrong
Even if someone says that all
religions are equal, this cannot
be so because of the different
philosophies of each religion
and belief.
In some way they differ and
the thing that separates the
Christian belief from all other
faiths and religions is what it
teaches about lesus Christ.
Christ stated that he was the
way, the truth, the life and that
no one goes to the Father except
through him.
I have found this in my own
life to be true and believe that
others will see this also, lesus
laid everything out there for all
to see and he allowed them to
make up their own minds and
hearts on whether they were
going to believe.
I want to lay out the truth
about lesus for everyone to read
and hear because I believe that
it will stand. So I encourage
people who disagree, agree, or
anywhere in between to write.
Because in the end the truth
will come out and the truth
shall set you free
As suggested by Brad himself,
you can send him your tiiouglits
at bcustis@bgnelbgsu.edu.

Thursday's Joke of the Day
A bag of golf clubs walks into a bar. The bartender asks all of the
clubs what they want to drink. The pitching wedge says, "Get me a
beer." The 5-iron says, "Get me a shot of whiskey." The 3-wood says,
"Nothing for me tonight —- I'm the driver."

CARRIE WHITAKER, MANAGING EDITOR

The BG News Submission Policy
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR are to be
fewer than 500 words. These are usu-;
ally in response to a current issue on I
the University's campus or the
Bowling Green area.
GUEST COLUMNS are longer pieces
between 600 and 800 words. These ;
are usually also in response to a cur- i
rent issue on the University's campus
or the Bowling Green area.

POLICIES
Letters to the Editor and Guest
Columns are printed as space on the
Opinion Page permits. Additional
Letters to the Editor or Guest
Columns may be published online.
Name, year and phone number
should be included for verification
Dposes. Personal attacks, unveriinformation or anonymous submissions will not be printed.

E-mail submissions as an attachment to thenews@bgnews.com with
the subject line marked "Letter to the
Editor" or "Guest Column." Only emailed letters and columns will be
considered for printing All letters are
subject to review for length and clarity before printing.
Opinion columns do not necessarily reflect the views of The BG News.

MATT IVEY, GRAPHICS EDITOR
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COMCAST DROPS TAKEOVER BID FOR DISNEY

www.bgnews.com/nation

(AP) —The cable giant Comcast Corp. is dropping its takeover
bid for The Walt Disney Co., saying Disney management has
made it clear it has no interest in putting the two companies
together. The decision was announced yesterdaday by Brian L
Roberts, president and chief executive of Comcast, who said
the Disney stance led him to conclude it was time to abandon
the proposed merger.

NATION

Teens die in cave along Mississippi
CO is claimed to be
the leading cause of
accidental poisoning
deaths in America.
By Patrick Howe
IHE ASSOCIATED PRESS

ST. PAUL Minn. — A labyrinth
of caves left by 1800s sandstone
miners along the Mississippi
River has long been a forbidden
and sometimes deadly thrill for
teenagers, who ignore the keepout signs and thwart the city's
best efforts to seal off the passages.
On Tuesday, the caves again
proved lethal: Three teens died,
apparently of carbon monoxide
poisoning, perhaps from a fire
smoldering inside the caverns.
Killed were Nicholas Lee
Larson, Natalie Lorraine Vanvorst
and Patrick Gerard Dague, all 17.
A 17-year-old boy was rescued,
and his condition was upgraded
yesterday from critical to serious.
A fourth boy escaped and alerted
authorities.
Fire Chief Douglas Holton said
the teens entered through a small
opening, about 3 by 5 feet. Once
inside, they could stand up, he

said. The dead were found about
600 feet in.
At least five other people have
died in the caves in the past two
decades.
The passages stretch for miles
along the river and are known as
the VVabasha Street caves. A brewery once dug some of the caverns
to create earthen warehouses,
and a mushroom-growing operation flourished in the moist, dark
caves for decades. The caves even
hosted a nightclub in the 1930s,
the Castle Royal, and mobsters
and big-name entertainers were
said to frequent the spot.
Over the years, the city has
tried to keep people out by posting warning signs, boarding up
openings with plywood, piling up
sand in the entrances, and
dumping thousands of tons of
construction debris from razed
buildings in the passages to fill
them up.
But people shimmy through
the openings or chip away at the
soft sandstone at the blockades.
"You can just imagine, you
close up some hole — cement it
shut — then they just seem to dig
around it," said Mayor Randy
Kelly.
Fire Chief Douglas Holton said

two entrances that were sealed
after a fire just two weeks ago
were quickly pried open. He said
it would be impossible to seal off
the caves completely, because
"there are entrances and exits
that we don't even know of."
E. Calvin Alexander, a professor
of geology and geophysics at the
University of Minnesota, said the
efforts to bar the caves may only
have made them more dangerous: The wooden construction
debris has provided fuel for fires,
and closing up the openings has
reduced ventilation.
The source of the carbon
monoxide fumes was not immediately known.
Cave visitors sometimes start
fires, creating a buildup of carbon
monoxide in pockets in the caverns. But I lolton said he did not
believe the teens themselves
started any fire Tuesday because
there was no smoke in the cave
and the group had flashlights.
Police said the teens had gone
to the caves to explore after learning about them from friends. The
boy who escaped told police the
group walked past a sign that
warns that two other teens died
in the caves in 1992.
The boy said he briefly lost

consciousness and fumbled in
darkness before he saw light
peering from a hole and found
his way out.
"1 woke up and tried to find
some way to get out," said the
teen, who did not want his name
used.
The mayor vowed to seek the
expertise of university geologists,
people in the construction industry and officials from regions
across the country where caves
also pose a risk.
Yesterday, dirt, boulders and
fresh-cut logs were piled up in
front of the entrance that the victims used, in a fresh attempt to
keep people out.
Nick Severson, 34, said he
doubted the city could completely close off access. Severson said
that he had been going into the
caves since he was 13, and that
kids will always find a way in.
As parks employees worked
Tuesday night to close up the
cave, Severson motioned over his
shoulder and said: "It ain't going
to matter. You come back here in
two weeks, whatever he's doing
will be gone."

DANGER: A St. Paul. Minn., police officer looks yesterday at the now
blocked entrance to a cave complex where three teenagers died of
apparent carbon monoxide poisoning Tuesday evening. Two boys
and a girl died while exploring the complex which extends for miles
along the Mississippi River opposite St. Paul. A fourth teen was rescued and in serious condition. A fifth teen was able to leave the
canal and alerted authorities.

Teacher charged for death of two
children after turning herself in
By Mitch Stacy

The March 31 accident killed Bryant Wilkins, 13,
and Durantac Caldwell, 3. An 8-year-old sister and
TAMPA. Fla. —An elementary school teacher was 2-year-old brother were injured.
charged yesterday with leaving the scene of a car
Sheriff's deputies said the children were crossing
accident that killed a
the street at about 7 p.m. on
teenager
and
his
"Traffic fatalities are always their way home from a comyounger brother.
center. They were
time-consuming investiga- munity
lennifer Porter, 28,
not in a crosswalk.
went
to
the tions, in that you must reconCohen said Porter conHillsborough County
tacted his office the day after
struct
what
happened
in
an
jail and was charged
the accident and he told
widi leaving the scene of
authorities the next day she
accident"
an accident involving
was the driver. He has said
PAMBONDI,
death, and her bail was
she was too afraid to stop
set at $7,500, said her
STATE ATTOREY'S OFFICE SPOKESWOMAN
after the accident.
lawyer, Barry Cohen.
Authorities were criticized
"She's very sad," Cohen said yesterday. "She's by some members of the community for not arrestcooperating far more than any other defendant I've ing Porter sooner. The Uhuru Movement, a local
ever known."
Porter declined to comment.
TEACHER, PAGE 6
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

David KadlubowskiAi'in ■.

HIT AND RUN: Hillsborough County Sheriff Cal Henderson talks to press during a news conference yesterday. Jennifer Porter, an elementary school teacher was charged yesterday after reporting that she
was the driver that caused the accidental death of two young children in a fatal traffic accident.

A college degree is my
goal, but I don't want
to go into debt.
Make your dreams of a highe
education a reality with UPS.
COME SEE A UPS RECRUITER ON CAMPUS
Thurs, 4/29th from 1pm-5pm • Career Services
Mon, 5/3rd from 12pm-5pm • Career Services
Wed, 5/5th from 1pm-5pm • Career Services
Thurs, 5/6th from 11am-4pm • Student Union

PART-TIME PACKAGE HANDLERS
• S8.50-S9.50/hr, with increases of 50C after 90 days
& 50C at one year
• Paid Vacations
• Weekends & Holidays Off

• Excellent Benefits (Medical/Dental/Vision/Life & 401K)
• Weekly Paycheck
• On-site classes
For additional information, please contact:
Steve Eich (det1sje@ups.com)
or Jami Rosier (janiilee@bgnet.bgsu.edu)
1550 Holland Road
Maumee, OH 43537

www.upsjobs.com
Equal Opportunity [niployer ■Program guidelines apply
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Tobacco takes rare hit in
Virginia with tax increase
By Larry ODell
THE ASSOCIAH0 PRESS

RICHMOND. Va. —Without a word of dissent. Virginia legislators did what once
seemed unthinkable: Increased the nation's
lowest cigarette tax in the state where
colonists first raised tobacco as an American
cash crop nearly 400 years ago.
The Senate and the I louse of Delegates,
both controlled by Republicans, passed a $1.3
billion tax package Tuesday night that
increases the state's cigarette tax from 2.5
cents a pack to 20 cents this year and to 30
cents in 2005. Democratic Gov. Mark R.
Warner had sought higher cigarette taxes and
other lax increases to balance the state's budget.
While a 30-ccnt tax seems modest com-

pared with per-pack taxes of $1 or more in 16
other states, the increase is remarkable in a
slate that has protected tobacco interests for
decades, public-health advocates said.
"This is a historic first step," said Donna
Reynolds, spokeswoman for the American
Lung Association ofVirginia. "Our goal was 75
cents, which would make Virginia about average, but we're very happy."
The only previous change in Virginia's cigarette tax came in 1966 when legislators, concerned that the industry could be hurt by the
first surgeon general's report on smoking two
years earlier, reduced the tax from 3 cents to
2,5 cents.
In recent years, proposals to raise the cigarette tax have been unceremoniously killed in
Virginia, where tobacco has been an impor-

tant crop since it was first grown in the early
1600s at Jamestown, the first permanent
English settlement in America Tobacco is so
much a pan of state culture that images of the
golden leaf are painted on the dome of the
Capitol rotunda.
Virginia ranks fourth nationally in tobacco
production — behind North Carolina,
Kentucky, Tennessee and South Carolina —
growing 66.7 million pounds valued at $125.4
million in 2002, according to the Virginia
Agriculture Statistics Service.
Richmond is the site of the world's largest
cigarette factory, operated by Philip Morris.
Philip Morris, which fought previous proposals to raise the cigarette tax, was satisfied
with the 30-cent increase, spokeswoman
lamie Drogin said.

Remorse
forces a
confession
TEACHER.FROM PAGE 5

black activist group, alleged that
Porter would have been arrested
more quickly except that she is
white and the children black.
Pam Bondi, a state attorney's
office spokeswoman, said the
nature of the case demanded that
investigators be deliberate.
"Traffic fatalities are always timeconsuming investigations, In that
you must reconstruct what happened in an accident," she said.
Thomas Paniell, an attorney for
the children's mother, Malissa
Wilkins, did not immediately
return a call seeking comment
yesterday. She had said she didn't
consider race an issue in the accident and was satisfied with how
Robert Burke AP Photo
authorities were handling the
case
CHARGED: Jennifer Porter walks before turning herself in at the Hillsborough County jail, Tuesday, in
The felony charge is punishable
by up to 15 years in prison. While Tampa, Fla. Porter may not face a long term jail sentence but is subjected to a $7,500 bail.
Porter is unlikely to face the maximum sentence, sentencing
guidelines call for prison time,
Hi null said.
MEDICAL
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Road deaths up slightly
last year, goverment says
By Dee-Ann Ourbin
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

WASHINGTON — Deaths from crashes of motorcycles and sport
utility vehicles rose last year, leading to a slight increase in the overall
highway fatality count.
Preliminary figures show 43,220 people died in 2003 — the highest
number since 1990 when 44,529 died in auto accidents and up slightly
from the 42,815 deaths in 2002, die National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration said yesterday. People drove more total miles last year,
so the rate of deaths per miles traveled was about the same.
Fifty-eight percent of those killed weren't wearing seat belts, a source
of frustradon for NHTSA administrator Jeffrey Runge, whose emphasis
on seat belt use helped achieve a record use rate of 79 percent last year.
Runge said Congress should approve one-time bonuses for states
that pass primary seat belt laws that allow police to stop motorists for
failing to buckle up. Twenty states and the District of Columbia have
such laws.
Motorcycle deaths increased 11 percent to a total of 3,592, NHTSA
said. It was the sixth straight year in which motorcycle deaths have
increased, a trend Runge blamed on the widespread repeal of helmet
laws since 1995, when Congress stopped penalizing states for not having them.
Passenger car fatalities declined 3.8 percent, but SUV fatalities
increased 11 percent for a total of 4,451. Runge said that was partly due
to a 12 percent increase in SUV sales, but he said SUV rollover also was
a significant problem.
There would have been a 4 percent increase in deaths if no SUVs had
rolled over, Runge said.
Ron DeFore, a spokesman for the Washington-based Sport Utility
Vehicle Owners of America, said yesterday that NHTSA is unfairly
focusing on the small percentage of rollover crashes.
"There's a misperception among many that SUVs are dangerous
killer vehicles," DeFore said. "In all other crashes, they are much safer."
Runge said NHTSA will combat rollover deaths with new requirements for roof strength that will come out this year. He also said NHTSA
expects to save as many as 1,000 lives each year with a new standard for
vehicle performance in side-impact crashes. That standard will be
released next month, Runge said.
Forty percent of crash deaths — or 17,401 — were alcohol-related,
NHTSA said. That was about the same as 2002, when 17,419 people
died in alcohol-related crashes.
Wendy Hamilton, president of Mothers Against Drunk Driving said
police need to combat those numbers with more frequent highway
checkpoints and tougher sanctions for drivers who have high bloodalcohol levels.
There were some bright spots in the latest government statistics.
Injuries declined by around 35,000, which NHTSA attributed to an
increase in seat belt use and safer vehicles. Fatal crashes involving drivers ages 16 to 20 also fell 3.7 percent to 7,452.
In response, several safety groups yesterday urged quick passage of a
Senate highway bill that would set deadlines for NHTSA to upgrade
some safety standards. A House version of the bill doesn't include those
provisions.
"If we had 800 people killed every week in airplanes, everyone would
be falling all over themselves coming up with a safety plan." said
Jacqueline Gillan, vice president of the watchdog group Advocates for
Highway and Auto Safety.
The NHTSA plans to release final 2003 fatality figures in August. The
agency collects its data from police reports in all 50 states.
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As awareness of public health issues and needs increases, so do ihe
career opportunities m the fields of environmental and occupational
health and epidemiology. Professionals who specialize m environmental and occupational health and epidemiology anticipate, recognize,
evaluate and control harmful factors such as chemical spills; air. waste.
soil, and food contaminations, harmful work practices; and bioterronst
activities These professionals develop, implement and manage a
broad scope of environmental and occupational health programs, and
work in a variety of settings such as:

&

UNIVERSITY
COURTS

■ Manufacturing and service industries
' Government agencies at the local, county, stale and federal
levels (i.e.. EPA. OSHA)
• Heath-care organizations
• Research facilities

Mercer at Clough
Short block S. of Wooster

The Department of Public Health at MCO offers a Master of Science in
Occupational Health degree with an ASAC ABET-accredited major in
Industrial Hygiene, as well as. a CEPH-accredited Master of Public
Health degree program, as part of the Northwest Ohio Consortium for
Public Health, with majors in Environmental and Occupational Health,
or Epidemiology. Reasons students choose these degree programs
include:
• Faculty members who are national recognized; full-time faculty
members are doctorally prepared
• Classes held on evenings and weekends to accommodate most
work schedules
• Small class size that allows for more individual attention
• Excellent, hands-on fieldwork opportunities

Healing Begins wth Knowledge

Applications for Fall, Spring and Summer are accepted year
round. For more information or to schedule a personal visit, contact
us at (419) 383-5356. malderman@mco.edu or visit our Web site at:
http:ZAvww.mco.edu/allh/pubhealth.

Delivery Driver Needed
Fall/Spring Semester;
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ALL LOCATIONS

Quality living in spacious 2 bdrm
apts. 9 and 12 month leases.
Furnished Available.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

UNIVERSITY COURTS
1&2 bedrooms for mature students.
Quiet and cozy environment.
Furnished Available.

ONE BLOCK SOUTH OF WOOSTER
"WALK ON OVER

"Tenant Friendly" Management
24 hr. emergency maintenance
Cable provided at all locations
Central air & heal
Convenient laundry facilities
Convenient to Campus Shuttle Stop
Short walk to Library, Student Rec
Center and all campus facilities.

(419) 352-0164

www.universitycourts-uvillageapartments.com

Searching for a
new home?
320 ELM ST: Large one bdrm Furnished Apts.
Located close to campus. Free water & sewer. $375.00

\ | Apply Now!

per month for 12 month lease. $475.00 per month for
9 month lease.

127 East Merry: 3 bdrm unfurnished house. Nice
size yard. Large rooms. $760/moth plus utilities.

320 ELM ST: Large two bdrm Furnished Apts.

Are you a morning person?

Located close to campus. Free water & sewer. $525.00
per month for 12 month lease. $625.00 per month for
9 month lease. This price is for two or three occupants
only.

Do you hove reliable transportation?
THE BG NEWS is looking for a mature individual to deliver papers
for 2-3 hours starting at 6:00 am, Monday through Friday.
In return, you receive OUTSTANDING WAGES.
($10 - $15 per hour)
Only apply if you are 100% reliable.
Stop by 204 West Hall today for an application or
call 372-2607 for more Information.
1

131 East Merry: 2 bdrm unfurnished house. Offstreet parking. Nice back yard. $575/'month plus

BG
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utilities

NEWl»VE
Rentals

123 East Merry: 3 bdrm unfurnished house. Nice
size yard. $760/month plus utilities.

843 SIXTH ST: Large two bdrm, two bath
Unfurnished Apts. Dishwasher & off street parking.
$400.00 per month for 12 month lease. $500.00 per
month for 9 month lease.

132 s. Main SI.
(1141 IS2 •!• 'ii
Rowling Green, oil
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POLICE RAID HIDE-OUT AFTER ATTACK IN SYRIA
DAMASCUS, Syria (AP) — Police raided a militant hideout hours after a mysterious attack in the Syrian capital's
diplomatic quarter that killed four people and may have
targeted a building once occupied by the United Nations.
Police found weapons including rocket propelled grenades
and guns during the raid in the nearby town of Khan alSheih, the state-controlled SANA news agency said.

WORLD

Fighting continues in Fallujah
By Jason Keyser

buildings that guerrillas were firing from, Lt. Col. Brennan Byrne
said.
Marine units moving into a
position in southeast Fallujah
came under fire, wounding one
American in the shoulder, Byrne
said. Warplanes were called in
and dropped the laser-guided
bombs, he said.
Insurgents also fired on
Marines in northwestern Fallujah
near a train station, and helicopter gunships were called to
join the battle, Kimmitt said.
"What's going on are some terrorists and regime elements have
been attacking our forces, and
our forces have been going in and
killing them," Defense Secretary
Donald Rumsfeld testily told
reporters after briefing lawmakers on Capitol Hill.
Despite three straight days of
battles and nighttime attacks that
produced dramatic TV video, U.S.

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

FALLUJAH, Iraq — A U.S. warplane fired its cannons on targets
in Fallujah for a second straight
night yesterday after a day of
fighting between Marines and
Sunni insurgents in parts of the
encircled city.
The American operations, carried on live television with images
of fiery destruction, brought new
international condemnation,
and joint patrols by Marines and
Iraqi police that were to have
started today were delayed by a
day.
The nighttime attack from an
AC-I30 gunship raised smoke
and flames above Fallujah.
During the day, fighting broke
out in at least three parts of the
city. In the afternoon, U.S. forces
dropped 10 laser-guided bombs
— mostly 500-pound bombs and
one 1,000-pound bomb — on

officials said they were pushing
ahead with negotiations to
resolve the standoff rather than
launch an all-out offensive.
Brig. Gen. Mark Kimmitt said
the cease-fire was continuing and
Marines were not taking offensive actions but were "in a series
of defensive responses" to the
insurgents.
"We're going to continue to
push the political track as far as
it's going to take us. And if it doesn't take us far enough, we're prepared to use military means,"
Kimmitt told ABC's "Good
Morning America"
Nevertheless, the new fighting
was sharply criticized by U.N.
Secretary-General Kofi Annan.
"Violent military action by an
occupying power against inhabitants of an occupied country will
only make matters worse,"
Annan said. "It's definitely time—
time now for those who prefer

restraint and dialogue to make
their voices heard."
He said that if the U.S.-led
occupation is seen as harming
civilians, "the greater the ranks of
the resistance grows."
At the White House, President
Bush said "most of Fallujah is
returning to normal."
"There are pockets of resistance and our military, along with
Iraqis, will make sure it's secure,"
he said.
But joint patrols between
Marines and Iraqi police that
were due to begin today were
delayed until Friday to allow for
more training, Byrne said.
"We don't want to rush into the
patrols," Byrne said. "We're doing
it in a phased approach and we
will have an additional day for
training and the rehearsal of the
Iraqi forces."
After sunrise, at least eight
destroyed houses were seen in

the Golan
neighborhood.
Hospitals reported yesterday that
only two people were wounded.
Militants, however, often do not
evacuate their casualties to hospitals, fearing that the injured
could be arrested by American
forces.
Marine Maj. Gen. John F.
Sattler, director of operations for
U.S. Central Command, said the
Marines face an estimated 1,500
insurgents in Fallujah.
They seem to be a loose federation of Iraqis and foreigners,
Saddam loyalists and jihadists,
Sattler said. Officials have not
identified any single leader.
The Marines' goal is not to conquer Fallujah but to "establish law
and order," he said.
Also yesterday, a senior U.S.
official said investigators have
recommended administrative
punishment for a number of
commanders at Baghdad's Abu

Ghraib prison after allegations of
abuse of prisoners there. The official, speaking on condition of
anonymity, would not give details
on the recommended punishments or how many commanders faced action.
Six soldiers at the prison face
criminal charges in connection
with the abuse, Kimmitt said.
In southern Iraq, gunmen
ambushed a convoy outside the
city of Kut on yesterday, killing
two Ukrainian soldiers and
wounding a third. U.S. and
Ukrainian officials said.
Shiite militiamen loyal to radical cleric Muqtada al-Sadr drove
Ukrainian peacekeepers out of
Kut this month, but U.S. troops
later swept into the city, pushing
out most of the militiamen.
American troops seek to capture al-Sadr and suppress his
FALLUJAH. PAGE 11

Violence erupts killing 107 in Thailand
ByMisaTant
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

PATTANI,
Thailand—Scores of
teenage militants armed with little more
than machetes attacked security outposts across Thailand's troubled Muslimdominated south yesterday, but they
were repulsed by police who had been
ripped off to the offensive. At least 107
militants were killed.
The last of the raids was quashed
when police fired tear gas into a mosque
and then killed 11 fighters who tried to
escape. Three policemen and two soldiers were also slain in the fighting.
It was the worst violence in a region
that has seen dozens of people killed in
near-daily of attacks this year. The government has blamed Islamic separatists
who have sought to carve out a homeland in the Muslim-majority south of this
predominantly Buddhist country for
decades.
Prime Minister Thaksin Shinawatra
denied the attackers had connections to

international terrorists. Officials said the
attacks were bids to steal weapons from
checkpoints and military bases.
"Most of the insurgents are youths
from the southern provinces," he said.
"Their acts arc not linked with international terrorists."
The attacks began before dawn, when
the teenage militants stormed more than
15 police bases, village defense posts and
district offices in a bid to steal weapons,
said Lt. Gen. Proong Bunphandung, the
chief of police for the south.
However, security forces had been
tipped off and were waiting for the
assailants, most of whom carried only
machetes, Proong said.
Later on, television news reports
showed the bodies of insurgents lying in
pools of blood, some of them in front of
police stations clasping machetes and
wearing camouflage.
Gunfire could be heard in the background as armored personnel carriers
drove down deserted village streets and

:

J

commandos ran through the forest.
Policemen and soldiers, carrying automatic rifles, ran across streets and ditches.
Army chief Gen. Chaiyasith
Shinawatra told reporters that 107 insurgent were killed and 17 were arrested. He
said three policemen and two soldiers
were also killed while 15 policemen were
injured.
No group claimed responsibility for
the highly coordinated assault.
"Most of the dead insurgent arc youths
of ages ranging from 15 to 20, but two of
the leaders are aged about 50 and 60,"
Proong said, adding that four of the militants were taken alive.
Hours after the violence erupted, 11
armed fighters took over the Kruesie
Mosque in the town of Pattani before
Apiclurt Weeramng AP Photo
they were flushed out and shot to death,
DEADLY
FIGHTING:
Thai
workers
remove
the
bodies
of
Thai-Muslim
youths who
said Pattani police chief Maj. Gen.
were killed in the riots with Thai security officers at Krue Se mosque in Pattani
RIOTS, PAGE 11 province, southern Thailand yesterday. Police gunned down scores of machetewielding militants who stormed more than a dozen security outposts yesterday.
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GRADUATE/ Upper Level Housing
STUDIO APARTMENTS AVAILABLE
for summer, semester or year leases
•Low as $395.00 per month
•Includes all utilities
•Fully furnished
•Stove, refrig, microwave, 25 inch TV

Buckeye
Studios
1740 E. Wooster
(Behind Frickers)
Bowling Green, OH
419-352-1520

-Laundry facilities
-Close to campus
-Full cable - $20/month
-Individual heat/A.C.
-Outdoor pool use
-Plenty of parking

□

i S. College:

Rear Upstairs bedroom apt.
$380
2 Bedroom House. $625

FREE
Membership privilege to newly renovated
Chenywood Health Spa
•Indoor Heated Pool -New Equipment
•Sauna
-Updated Lighting
•HydraSpa Whirlpool
Professional Trainers Available
Now Renting for Summer
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332 SOUTH MAW ST. BOWLINGCOEEN, OH 419-352-5620
www.newloverentals.com

newloveinfoa newloverentals.com
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debit card at your favorite off campus merchants!

It's Easy...It's Convenient...

Starting $oon...Find Out More:
419-372-1185 off campus — 2-1185 on campus
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Softball team set for
series at Detroit
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The Bowling Green Softball
team will travel to take on the
University of Detroit at Bussye
Ballpark for its final nonconference series of the 2004 season.
The Falcons (25-23,11-7)
have won 12 of their last 16
games and are coming off a 21 win over Cleveland State at
the BGSU Softball Field
Tuesday.
It was BG's second consecutive win on its final at-bat.
The Titans are 13-26 on the
season, with a 3-9 record at
home.
The Falcons will head back
into Mid-American
Conference play with a weekend series at Fastem
Michigan.
Today's doubleheader
against UDM is set to start at 3
p.m.

www.bgnews.com/sports
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

Playoffs
better in
five-game
series

<B

WILL
CURITORE
Big Willie Style

Since the second retirement
of Michael Jordan in 1998, the
NBA has not been as popular in
die eyes of its fan base. Many
say that college basketball is just
more exciting
Others say that allowing the
zone defense has slowed down
the pace of the game and has
forced players into taking worse
shots at the basket. Then there
are the people who say that the
level of talent has dwindled from
the days of Magic, Larry and
Kareem.
Whatever the reason, it is
obvious that the ratings of professional basketball in America
have been consistently dropping
since the last time the Chicago
Bulls won the NBA
Championship, and not because
of Jordan or the Bulls.
Despite all of this, the league
has become progressively more
|x>pular in the last two years.
However, the NBAs owners
then agreed to change the first
round of the NBA Playoffs from
a best-of-five to a best-of-seven.
This may not sound like such
a big deal, but it is, and I'll
explain how.
Yes, I understand that while
the league was going through
that rough spell after '98 that
they lost some money. I also
understand that they extended
the first round of the playoffs to
make more money. As an owner
or a member of the front office, I
would have probably done
either the same thing or something similar to increase profits.
On the other hand, as a fan I am
very dissappointed.

Mike Metzger File Photo bu News

BIG HITTER: Bowling Green's Nolan Reimold (above) has been one of the Falcon baseball team's most consistent performers in his two years here. This year,
Reimold is hitting .412, slugging .748, has nine home runs and has driven in 34 runs.

Providing the pop
Reimold cleans up nicely for BG baseball
By Elliott Schreiner
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

losing a two-time All-American is
never easy for any program, no matter
what size.
But when it came to replacing first
baseman Kelly Hunt — one of said
two-time All-American performers —
this season, the Bowling Green baseball team looked no further than right
field.
That's the position that sophomore
Nolan Reimold roams consistently and
effectively, as he has yet to make an
error this season.
"I approached Nolan before the
beginning of the season because of the
departure of Kelly 1 lunt," BG baseball

coach Danny Schmitz said. "We need
Nolan to be a difference maker like his
brother is for the basketball team."
His brother, John, came to BG two
years ago after transferring from
Loyola of Maryland.
Living up to the indelible mark John
has made for Dan Dakich's basketball
team is no small task for Nolan, who
has been having to live up to those
expectations all his life and doing so
quite well.
Playing with his brother made the
job all the easier in all sports.
"We did play baseball together for
the first time when I was 10 and he was
12," Nolan Reimold said. "The first
time I played basketball with him was

my freshman and sophomore years of
high school."
And success followed both brothers
in their endeavors together, as the two
won their league together in little
league baseball. The duo followed that
up years later as they won the
Pennsylvania state basketball title
together at Kennedy Catholic High
School in Nolan's sophomore year.
But one constant has remained for
the two brothers when playing together.
"He was better than me in basketball
so I spent a lot of time rooting for him,"
Nolan Reimold said. "But in baseball,
I'm better than him."
And when it came time for the

younger Reimold to choose which college with which he would bless his talents, he went with his older brother.
"It helped a lot to have him here,"
Nolan Reimold said. "He showed me
the ropes. It was cool because we got
to hang out together."
After two successful seasons on the
hardwood, John has given Nolan a lot
to live up to.
In his two years at BG, the elder
Reimold has become one of the most
feared 3-point shooters and toughest
players in the MAC. His numbers more
than speak for themselves, as the 200304 season saw John score average 15.1
REIMOLD, PAGE 10
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Former Indian Alomar seals five-run rally
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Tribe blows lead, falls to Chicago

• ^

let! Roberson AP Photo

OUT!: Chicago second baseman Willie Harris, left, applies a tag to
Cleveland's Matt Lawton (right) as Lawton tried unsuccessfully to
stretch a single into a double in the second inning of yesterday's
game. Lawton and the Indians blew a five-run lead in falling to the
White Sox, 9-8.

CHICAGO — Sandy Alomar
Jr. hit a sacrifice fly to cap a fiverun rally in the bottom of the
ninth inning and the Chicago
White Sox startled the Cleveland
Indians 9-8 yesterday.
The White Sox trailed 8-2 after
six innings and were still behind
8-4 entering their final at-bat.
Juan Uribe led off with a single and Magglio Ordonez followed with a home run against
David Riske. One out later,
Carlos I iv doubled, and Rafael
Betancourt (2-3) relieved.
On a blustery day at U.S.
Cellular Field with wind gusts
blowing across the field at 33
mph, Indians first baseman Ben

Broussard then dropped Paul
Konerko's towering pop-up for
an error.
Joe Crede and Timo Perez fol. lowed with RBI singles to tie it at
8 and Alomar hit his sacrifice fly
to right to score Crede.
Mike Jackson (1-0) got the victory with two hitless innings of
relief. Uribe went 3-for-3, and
Crede also homered for
Chicago.
The Indians scored six runs in
the fourth inning, highlighted
by Ronnie Belliard's three-run
double. Cleveland pushed the
lead to 8-2 on Omar Vizquel's
two-run homer in the sixth off
Chicago
starter
Scott
Schoeneweis.
Belliard, who entered the

GET IN ON THE ACTION AT WWW.BGNEWS.COM/SP0RTS

game batting .416, doubled
twice and drew two walks.
Cleveland starter Jason Davis
went 6 2/3 innings, allowing
three runs and eight hits, including (MM) solo homer in the
seventh.
Matt Lawton, Lou Merloni
and Alex Escobar hit consecutive
singles for Cleveland's first run in
the fourth. After Tim Laker
walked to load the bases,
Belliard hit a two-out, hard hopper past third on a 3-2 pitch, driving in three and giving the
Indians a 4-2 lead.
Belliard scored when Ordonez
dropped Vizquel's fly ball to right
for an error. After Jody Gerut
reached on an infield single,

Casey Blake hit an RBI double.
The White Sox got two in the
first when Willie Harris scored
after avoiding a rundown when
Vizquel dropped a throw for an
error, and Lee had an RBI single.
Notes: Lawton got his 1,000th
career hit leading off the second
but was thrown out at second
trying to stretch it into a double.
The field was littered with hot
dog wrappers and debris and
the wind made popups and fly
balls adventures.
Schoeneweis allowed 10 hits
and eight runs in 5 1-3 innings,
giving up more runs yesterday
than he had in his previous three
starts (seven) combined.
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End of a Golden Age?
Nicklaus approaching final playing days
By PetelacobeHi

time playing golf like you did
when you were a young man,"
said Player, in South Carolina
with his son Marc
A year ago, the Golden Bear
was the only Nicklaus around for
the Nationwide event's final two
rounds. He won the pro-am
competition with son Steve and
briefly scared the younger pros
when he got to within five shots
of the lead after 36 holes.
Nicklaus left with a smile on his
face, happy he was close to again
playing successful, competitive
golflime and his own high standards have made it hard to maintain that momentum, Nicklaus
said.
People continually ask him not
to quit. "But I tell them, 'Well,
you're not in my body,"' Nicklaus
said.
A full day swinging clubs is
more of a physical toll tlian ever
before. "It takes me a while before
it wants to work," he said. "If I'm
not playing golf, it doesn't hurt
too much. If I am playing golf,
that's when it really hurts."
Nicklaus was on hand to present the Nationwide's 2003 player
of the year award — named in his
honor — to Zach Johnson, who
claimed his first PGA Tour win
this year at the BellSouth Classic.
Looking at the sculpture of a
younger Nicklaus, he quipped: "I
was that thin once?"

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Mary Ann Chaslain AP Photo

BUDDIES: Zach Johnson, the developmental Nationwide Tour's Player of the Year tor 2003, poses with
Jack Nicklaus yesterday in Traveler's Rest, S.C. Nicklaus has said that he is nearing the end ot his playing days on the PGA and Champions Tours.

TRAVELERS REST, S.C. — It
turns out Jack Nicklaus might be
finished with more than just the
Masters.
He spoke yesterday about giving up a game he once dominated, winning 73 PGA Tour events
and 18 major tides.
"I'm about done playing golf,"
the 64-year-old Nicklaus said at
the Nationwide Tour's BMW
Charity Pro-Am at The Cliffs. He's
competing here with his four
sons: Jackie, Gary, Steve and
Michael.
"I haven't made up my mind
whether I'm going to play anymore this year after the Memorial
tournament" in June, Nicklaus
said.
At the Masters this month, the
six-time champion said it was
likely that he would not play at
Augusta National in 2005. That
was before he shot consecutive
75s to miss the cut.
Nicklaus has struggled with
arthritis, injuries and a faltering
game the past few seasons
"I know I can't compete at the
level I used to compete," Nicklaus
said. "If I go out and finish in the
top 10, and that's a great week,
then I know it's time to hang up
your spikes."
Gary Player, 68. empathized
with Nicklaus.
"It's hard spending all your

lohnson said Nicklaus was an
idol to so many young players.
"I le was the man I looked up to
in this game," lohnson said.

Nicklaus started strongly on
the Champions Tour this year,
finishing sixth at the Mastercard
Classic with rounds of 68,66 and
67. But he's only played two other
Champion events, none since
March.
"If you're not capable of winning, then you're just cluttering
up the field. That's the way I look
at it," Nicklaus said. "Then again,
maybe my standards are a little
higher."
His competitive fire still bums
strongly. He recalled talking with
Player after the 2002 Masters,
when the South African was
pleased with a 78 at a beefed up
Augusta National.
"You're Gary Player," Nicklaus
chided his friend. "You've won
the tournament three times and
you're proud to break 80?"
Then again, maybe Nicklaus
just wants a break after so long in
the spotlight. He returned to The
Cliffs to play with his children,
one of his life's great joys. Now,
Nicklaus says he's just as happy to
fish quietly with his wife, Barbara.
"I spent all my weekends the
last 40 years in press rooms at golf
courses," Nicklaus said. "Frankly,
I just think it's time to... do something else."

Bradley: 'Tribe a sinking ship'
The disgruntled but talented outfielder was
shipped to the Dodgers in March. He hasn't
stopped bashing Cleveland and the Indians'
management since.
By Tom Withers
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Photo taken Icom Cleveland police AP Photo

MURDER CONSPIRATOR:
Raymond Williams, the reigning
Mr. Ohio football player, is
shown here in a Cleveland
Police Department photograph.
Williams has been charged in
the murder of a teammate.

Mr. Ohio
charged
in man's
murder
ByM.R.Kiopho
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

CLEVELAND — Two high
school seniors, including one
recognized as the best prep football player in Ohio, were charged
yesterday in the shooting death
of a teammate, even though they
did not shoot him, police said.
Running back Raymond
Williams, who has signed to play
college football for West Virginia,
was arrested along with a
Benedictine High School teammate, Jon Huddleston. Both are
18. They had been held for questioning about the shooting death
of Lorenzo Hunter, 16.
Hunter, a sophomore wide
receiver and
safety for
Benedictine, died of gunshot
wounds to the chest, arm and
hip April 16.
On April 21, police charged
Rodney Roberts, 20, with aggravated murder in I iunters death.
Police said then that a witness
told them Hunter was trying to
rob Roberts with a plastic gun,
and Roberts then pulled out a
real gun and fired it.
Police Lt. Linda Kaspar said
the decision to charge Williams
and Huddleston with murder
and aggravated robbery charges
MURKR.PAGE10

CLEVELAND — Outfielder Milton Bradley has taken a few final
swings at die Cleveland Indians, saving his best cuts for manager Eric "^^H
Wedge.
The talented but temperamental Bradley, traded to the Los Angeles Dodgers
last month after a series of run-ins with Wedge, harshly criticized his former
manager and team in this week's Sports Illustrated.
"It was like a sinking ship," Bradley said of the Indians, "and 1 was glad to get my
life raft and get my second chance over here. The right people aren't in charge there,
and I'm not the only person on that team who feels this way. There are a lot of unhappy people over there, just working for a paycheck."
Bradley said he enjoyed playing for Cleveland's fans, but not for Wedge, the Indians'
second-year manager.
"It was strictly a problem with Eric Wedge," Bradley told SI. "Some people want to be
than they are. You have no credentials, you have no history of anything, how are you going to tell
someone else what he needs to be doing? I can't respect somebody that has nothing to go on."
Wedge reluctantly addressed Bradley's assertions following the Indians' 9-8 loss yesterday in
Chicago.
"If he chooses to handle things this way, that's up to him," Wedge said. "He knows the real story,
like I know the real story. I will leave it at that. My focus is with this organization and this Major
League club."
VVedge added that Bradley had no right to speak on the behalf of any of his former teammates.
Indians general manager Mark Shapiro was aware of Bradley's remarks, but chose not to directly
rebuff them.
"I wish Milton nothing but future success as a person and a player," Shapiro said.
After protecting Bradley for 2 112 years, the Indians finally ran out of patience in the final week of
spring training. The club barred him from their facility one day after he was pulled horn an exhibition game in Kissimmee, Fla., for not running out a pop-up that dropped for a single.
Wedge and Bradley had a confrontation in the Indians' dugout, followed by the player taking a
taxi back to his rented condominium instead of riding the team bus.
Bradley went to the Indians' training facility in Winter Haven the next day to retrieve his car, and
a few days later he was traded after the Dodgers outbid several teams for the 26-year-old.
The Dodgers traded minor league outfielder Franklin Gutierrez and a player to be named to
Cleveland.
The Indians acquired the switch-hitting Bradley in a 2001 trade with Montreal, which drafted the
Harbor City, Calif., native in 1996.
Bradley didn't take long to get into trouble.
While in the minor leagues, he spit gum at one umpire, reportedly slapped another ump in a tall
league game and served a seven-game suspension for starting a brawl.
During his first season in Cleveland, Bradley was taken to a hospital by emergency medical workers after refusing to leave a restaurant because he was drunk.
Last year, Bradley angered some opposing teams with showboating antics. He also threw his helmet and bat in the direction of plate umpire Bruce I'roemming during a game in OakJand, and had
to be restrained by Wedge.
While on the disabled list in August, police cited Bradley for speeding andfleeingwhenan officer
tried to ticket him. He was sentenced to three days in jail, but had the charges reduced on appeal.

Mark I TemllAP Photo

UNHAPPY CAMPER:
Los Angeles' Milton
Bradley has not spoken
highly of Cleveland
manager Eric Wedge
since his departure in
March.

/

Xavier athletic director leaves post at school
By Joe Kay
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

CINCINNATI — With Mike
Bobinski running athletics,
Xavier moved into a new arena,
hired Triad Matta as basketball
coach and made its deepest run
in the NCAA tournament.
Now, the athletic director is
moving on — or, more precisely,
moving up.

Bobinski, 46, was named
Xaviers associate vice president
for development yesterday,
expanding his responsibilities.
The university plans to hire a
replacement within a few weeks.
"You hope that when you walk
away, you've made a positive
impact and it's better for you
having been there," Bobinski
said, in a phone interview. "We

have made progress. The program is stronger today across the
board. We are in a better position
to compete at a higher level."
During his nearly six years on
the job, the small Jesuit school
achieved more national prominence than at any time in its
past. Much of it had to do with
decisions made by Bobinski,
who took over a program on the

nse.
Xaviers basketball program
emerged in the late 1980s and
1990s under coaches Pete Gillen
and Skip Prosser, who made the
Musketeers a Top 25 team.
Xavier also moved up in conferences,
going from
the
Midwestern Collegiate to the
Atlantic 10.
Two Atlantic 10 teams reached

the final eight of the NCAA tournament this season — Saint
Joseph's and Xavier, which
enjoyed its deepest run in the
tournament and the national
attention that followed.
"A good symbol is 1990, when
we went to the Sweet 16 for the
first time," Xavier president Rev.
BOBINSKI. PAGE 10
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Reimold makes immediate impact Bobinski helps
XU make strides

REIMOLD, FROM PAGE 8

points and 4.8 rebounds while
burying a team-high 65 treys.
Needless to say, if you were
worried about being in your
older brother's shadow, lohn
casts a big one.
But Nolan, standing G-feet-4.
has cast an even bigger shadow
over opponents on the diamond this year while taking
complete advantage of his ability.
"He runs, he can hit and he's
turned into a good defensive
player. He has all the tools,"
Schmitz said.
And it's not all talent either,
as Reimold, like his brother, has
an outstanding work ethic that

strous thanks to his recent hot
hitting.
At this point in the season,
Reimold leads the team with a
.412 batting average, nine
home runs and 34 RBI. The
nine homers ties Hunt's total
from all of last season and
Reimold still has games to be
played.
By these numbers, it appears
that both Reimolds have much
in common when they play
sports. They both have the ability to take over games, they
both work to get better and
they both strive to win.
"1 always want to get better at
everything," Nolan Reimold
said. "But my main goal is to

Schmitz hopes will help him to
develop into an even more
dangerous player.
"He has a very good work
ethic," he said. "He works hard
on his hitting. But there is one
thing you can't teach and that's
running speed and Nolan can
really fly. 1 want him to become
a legitimate base stealer. I want
him to work on his leads and
jumps."
It seems like Schmitz is asking a lot out of a player that has
done as much as Reimold has
this season.
Last week marked the second
time Reimold earned the MAC
West Player of the Week and his
numbers have become mon-

win the MAC."
There is one difference
between the two brothers is
their approach to leading their
teams, lohn is more of a fiery
leader who gets on his teammates when they're lagging
behind.
Nolan, on the other hand,
just takes care of his own business.
"He's more of a quiet leader,"
Schmitz said. "He leads
through actions and he let's his
actions do the talking... If guys
on our team are smart, they're
watching his approach."
Luckily for the Falcons' faithful, there's still more to come.

BOBINSKI, FROM PAGE 9

Michael Graham said in an interview. "In many ways, we'd been at
that level ever since. It was a
high-water mark Getting to the
Elite Eight and almost to the
Final Four is a good symbol of
what's happened over the last
number of years."
Bobinski, a Notre Dame graduate and assistant baseball
coach, came to Xavier after five
years at Navy and four years as
athletic director at Akron. His
legacy at Xavier revolves around
an arena and a coach.
He helped design the Cintas
Center, an on-campus arena that
gave the Musketeers a home after
17 years at the Cincinnati
Gardens The 10,000-seat arena
opened for the 2000-01 season.

Seven-game series takes too long
NBA PLAYOFFS, FROM PAGE 8

One of the things that has
always made the playoffs exciting — especially the opening
round — is the possibility of
upsets and how they occur. Any
one of you reading this who is a
basketball fan should remember
the first round of the 1994 NBA
Playoffs when the No. 1 Seattle
Supersonics, a team that went
63-19 during the regular season,
faced off against the eighthseeded Denver Nuggets The
Sonics won the first two games
in Seattle by a wide margin, and
most everyone (including me)
thought that the series would
end in the same way that every
other 1-8 series in NBA history
had. The Nuggets had other
ideas. They won games three
and four by the slimmest of margins. Then, they defeated Seattle
on their home floor In game No.
5 to make history as the first No.
8 seed to defeat a No. 1 seed. In
my opinion, the image of
Dikembc Mutomho on the floor
clutching the ball is one of the
lasting images in the history of
sports.
The 1-8 upset has occurred
only once since New York vs.
Miami in 99), but there have

been plenty of eighth seeds that
have come within one game of
the huge upset that the Nuggets
and Knicks have accomplished.
The excitement of die postseason in any sport is the reason I
enjoy October. The baseball playoffs are exciting simply because
in baseball, anyone can win. The
NBA was close to that with the
simplicity of the five-game series
in the first round of their version
of the postseason. The format
was changed during the 20022003 season for the 2003 playoffs,
liarly in that postseason, I
drought that a team had won the
series after winning their third
game.
Reality check! Now, the first
round goes more than two weeks
so each team can have seven
chances to move on to the second round. By the time it's over,
you'd think they had won the
championship with the time that
it can take for the series to finally
end.
Right now, we are in the middle of the opening round of the
2004 NBA Playoffs, whereas we
could be in the second round
with a few teams that were not
supposed to be there.
Seriously, wouldn't you rather
it be dial way?

Ufa*
99*

West Virginia U. won't
comment on Williams
MURDER, FROM PAGE 9

was made because they were "at
the scene and had some involvement in it."
The two remained in jaiLsince
yesterday awaiting arraignment,
Kaspar said.
Williams was named the 17th
annual winner of The Ohio
Associated Press Mr. Football
award in November.
West Virginia University
intends to withdraw its scholarship offer to Williams, pending
the outcome of his criminal case,
said Shelly Poe, the school's
sports information director.
"This is a very tragic situation,"
Mountaineers football coach
Rich Rodriguez said. "We share in
the shock of the recent tragedy
with his teammates, coaches and
school officials in Cleveland."
Kaspar did not disclose what
police learned from questioning
the two since their arrest Monday
at the boys parochial school. She

Bill Kostroun AP Photo

I WANT FIVE GAMES!: BG News columnist Will Curitore remembers when it only took a live-game series to get Dikembe
Mutombo (above) all riled up. Now. it takes a seven-game opening-round series.

STUDENT UNION

Classic
Single

B«9

May 1st
12pm - 3pm m

Free COOKOUC Afterwards
spo - sored by cru ar rt papti

99-

I Not valid with any other Offer or special.
Cheese, bacon and tax extra. Offer valid

Super
Value Menu

i only at Wendy's In the BGSU Union from
4pm- 10pm. Limit 1 one coupon
per customer per visit. Musi present
coupon at time of purchase.
Offer expires 5/31/04.

Registration iDam - 3pm

Wendy's at the BGSU Union Open 7 days a week
Sun-Thurs 10am-2am & Fri-Sat 10am-lam
419-728-0300 BGSU@pertoria.com

CAMPBELL HILL
APARTMENTS
2 BEDROOM T0WNH0USES

FRAZEE AVE. &
EAST MERRY
REMODELED/2 BEDROOMS

COLUMBIA
COURTS
3 BEDROOMS

♦ Furnished

♦ 2 Full Bathrooms

♦ 2 Full Bathrooms

♦ 1 Half & 1 Full Bath

♦ New Kitchen Cabinets

♦ Air conditioning

♦ Full Basement

♦ Tile Floors

♦ Furnished

♦ Washer/Dryer
Hookup

♦ New Appliances

♦ Spacious

♦ New Carpet

♦ Units 49-72 have

♦ Plenty of Parking

♦ New Windows

FREE WIRELESS

♦ Air Conditioned

♦ Furnished Units

fireplaces.

♦ 2 BGSU Shuttle
Stops
♦ 2 Laundromats

Available
♦ Laundry on site

--.-■.-

-«■•--

& N.ENTERPRISE
(506, 514, 524)

♦ Microwave,
Dishwasher, &
Garbage Disposal
♦ FREE WIRELESS
INTERNET in some
units
♦ FIREPLACES
♦ Laundry on-site

ttartino u
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HEINZ (424 & 451 Frazeel

♦ 2 Full Bathrooms
♦ Furnished
♦ Air Conditioning

♦ Laundry On-Site

(

student union

3 BEDROOMS

INTERNET and

♦ Close to campus

GREENBRIAR, INC.
•

said the charges against them
have no effect on the charge
against Roberts.
Police Cmdr. Ed Tromba said
investigators have more witnesses to talk to. He said police have
not determined why Williams
and Huddleston were with
I lunter when he met Roberts.
It was not immediately clear
who was representing Williams.
Huddleston's lawyer, Joseph
Rutigliano, declined comment.
Benedictine's principal, the
Rev. Gerald Gonda, has said that
Williams and Huddleston are
suspended indefinitely.
Williams received the Mr.
Football award days before he
rushed for 237 yards and two
touchdowns in the 12-0 victory
over Kenton in the state Division
III title game in Canton.
He was named first-team AllOhio and the Division III offensive player of the year after rushing for 2,099 yards and 27 touchdowns in the 2003 regular season.

ifitur-

BO WIN-THOMPSON

Proud supporter of the
Dance Marathon. This year
we donated $3,330!
Thanks to all who "munched
for miracles" to help the cause!

1

"What it's allowed us to do is
recruit at the highest level we've
ever been able to," Bobinski said.
"It has created more of that spirit
that goes along with big-time college athletics and basketball in
particular."
After the first season at Cintas,
he had to make his most important decision. Prosser moved
along to Wake Forest, and
Bobinski chose Thad Matta from
BuUer to take over.
Xavier has won 26 games in
each of Matta's first three seasons. Forward David West was
the national college player of the
year in 2003, before moving on to
New Orieans of the NBA as a firstround pick. The Musketeers
made it to the final eight in the
NCAA tournament this season
before losing to Duke.

♦ Close to campus
)

(419) 352-0717

MERCER MANOR
GRADUATE
APARTMENTS STUDENT HOUSING
3 BEDROOMS
♦ 2 Full Bathrooms
♦ Air Conditioning
♦ Fireplace
♦ Microwave,
Dishwasher, &
Garbage Disposal
♦ FREE WIRELESS INTERNET
♦ BGSU Shuttle Stop
♦ On Site Laundry
♦ Plenty of Parking

HISTORIC MILLIKIN HOTEL
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

Efficiency & 1 Bdrm.
Tile Floors & Berber carpet
Air conditioning
Laundry on site
Loft Style Apts Available

<V~ !■)
SUMMIT STREET APTS.
♦ Efficiency & 1 Bdrm.
♦ Air Conditioning
♦ Close to Campus

P$750/mrj>
>)

{ ^+ utilities

www.greenbriarrentals.com
------
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Israel arrests Palestinian campaigner
By Mark Lavie
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

JERUSALEM — Israeli police briefly
arrested prominent Palestinian peace
campaigner Sari Nusseibeh yesterday,
accusing him of hiring illegal Palestinian
laborers to work at the university he
heads.
Jerusalem police spokesman Shmucl
Ben-Ruby said border police on patrol
near Al Quds University chased four
Palestinian workers who refused to present their documents. The men fled to the
university's administration building,
where Nusseibeh told the police he was
responsible for the men, Ben-Ruby said.
The police arrested Nusseibeh along
with the four workers, he said. Nusseibeh
was not charged and was released after
about five hours in custody on $1,100 bail.
After his release, Nusseibeh said he had
been arrested because police claimed
there were illegal workers from the West
Bank on Al Quds' campus in Jerusalem.
"They made me spend all this time this
morning just to tell them I had no idea
about it," he told reporters.
Nusseibeh, president of Al Quds, has
been working to gather support for a
peace plan he put together with Ami
Ayalon, former chief of Israel's Shin Bet
security service. The plan envisions a
Palestinian state alongside Israel, and the
two have collected tens of thousands of
signatures supporting it.
"Sari Nusseibeh is a public figure, and
before you arrest him, you have to ask
yourself twice, whether or not it's the right

time to arrest him," Ayalon told Israel Damn in the Gaza Strip, the military said.
Radio.
The jeep exploded after the soldiers
The plan has gained international noticed the suspicious vehicle and shot at
prominence, with U.N. Secretary-General it, the military said. Two of the wounded
Kofi Annan endorsing it and Secretary of were in critical condition.
The militant Hamas group took
State Colin Powell meeting with
Nusseibeh and Ayalon last year to give responsibility for the attack. It said the
them encouragejeep was driven by
Tareq Hamid, 23,
ment.
U.S.
Embassy
from the nearby
spokesman Paul
Nusseirat refugee
Patin said U.S. officamp, who was
cials were aware of
killed in the exploNusseibeh's arrest
sion.
"and we're trying to
The
militant
find out what's
group said the
going oa"
attack, which used
Nusseibeh's
550 pounds of
spokesman,
explosives, was in
AMI AYALON, FORMER CHIEF OF ISRAEL'S
Uimitri Diliani, said
retaliation for Israel's
SHIN BET SECURITY SERVICE
Nusseibeh was in
killing of 1 lamas
his office yesterday
leaders Abdel Aziz
morning when Israeli border police Rantisi and Sheik Ahmed Yassin.
arrived on campus and told him he was
The Islamic militant group, responsible
for scores of attacks against Israel over the
under arrest.
"When he asked why, they told him he past 3 1 /2 years of violence, wants to see
would find out later," Diliani said. "They the lewish state replaced with an Islamic
didn't say where he was being taken."
state.
Nusseibeh's lawyer, lawad Bolous, said
Israel has targeted llamas leaders in
the police had initially refused to let him advance of a proposed pullout from the
see his client. He was later allowed to Gaza Strip.
meet with Nusseibeh, who told him he
Israeli Prime Minister Ariel Sharon said
had yet to be questioned more than 21/2 Tuesday that Israel's response to
hours after his arrest.
Palestinian violence would be even
Also yesterday, four Israeli soldiers were harsher after a pullout.
wounded when a vehicle disguised as an
Sharon's statement in a television interIsraeli jeep and loaded with explosives view appeared aimed at persuading
blew up near the Jewish settlement of Kfar members of his hawkish Ijkud Party to

support his "disengagement" plan in a
referendum Sunday.
Opponents say the plan is a "reward for
terror."
Protesting the plan Tuesday, tens of
thousands of Israelis streamed to Gush
Katif, a bloc of Jewish settlements in Gaza,
to celebrate Israel's independence day.
Many arrived in buses provided by the
settlers, while others, including many
teenagers, marched along the heavily
guarded road between Israel and the settlements.
Some Likud party members have difficult)' accepting Sharon's sudden policy
change.
Sharon warned Likud skeptics that
rejecting the plan would also negate U.S.
guarantees that Israel could keep parts of
the West Bank and deny entry to
Palestinian refugees.
If the plan is voted down, "I would see it
as a victory for (Palestinian leader Yasser)
Arafat and Hamas. It would harm relations with the United States and would
damage the reputation of President
Bush," he said in an interview on Channel
Two TV
After a pullout, Palestinians could no
longer explain violence by saying that
Israel was occupying their land, Sharon
told Channel 10, "and Israel's responses
(to violence) would be much harsher."
He refused to give specifics, beyond
noting that Israel is already taking stiff
measures, an apparent reference to the
killing of Hamas leaders.

"Sari Nusseibeh is a
public figure, and before
you arrest him, you have
to ask yourself twice,
whether or not it's the
right time to arrest him."

Previous
attack causes
more
violence
RIOTS, FROM PAGE 7
Paithoon Pattanasopom.
"We are now in control of the situation," he said.
Security was tightened along the
border with neighboring Malaysia,
which has in the past denied allegations of harboring militants.
Thaksin said the raids were linked
to a Jan. 4 attack on a military camp
in the nearby province of
Narathiwat, which triggered an
upsurge of violence in the area this
year.
Muslims have long complained
of discrimination in jobs and education in Pattani, Yala and
Narathiwat — Thailand's only
Muslim majority provinces.
They also say their culture and
language are being subjugated by
the Buddhist Thais, and cite as an
example the state schools, which
teach in Thai language.
The alienation caused by the central government's policies has been
the source of a decades old separatist struggle, which had subsided
after an amnesty in the late 1980s
before exploding with the army
arsenal raid in January.

Want a New Car
Death tolls rise as combat continues
before p
FALLWAH,FR0MPAGE7
militia. Yesterday, they began
gradually expanding their operations out of their base in the holy
city of Najaf. Soldiers set up
checkpoints outside the base —
the main route between the center of Najaf and the center of
neighboring Kufa.
The military has promised to
stay away from sacred Shiite sites
at the heart of Najaf. The base is
about three miles away.
Attacks across Iraq are down,
compared with the first two
weeks of April, as U.S. officials
seek negotiated solutions in
Fallujah and with al-Sadr.
In the northern city of Tel Afar,
a U.S. soldier was killed in an
ambush Tuesday, the military
reported.
The death brought to 116 the
number of U.S. troops killed in
combat this month, the bloodiest
for American forces in Iraq. At

least 725 U.S. troops have died in
Iraq since the war began in
March 2003. Up to 1,200 Iraqis
also have been killed this month.
Saddam Hussein's 67th birthday was yesterday, his first in U.S.
detention since being captured
by American troops in December.
In his hometown of Tikrit, there
were no apparent signs of celebration, and schools and universities were closed.
Yesterday's fighting in Fallujah
came after a heavy Tuesday night
battle against insurgents holed
up in the northern neighborhood
of Golan, a slum area of tight
alleyways. AC-130 gunships and
artillery pounded insurgent targets for more than an hour.
Kimmitt said the battle began
when troops saw two trucks traveling with their lights off in an
area where insurgents were
active. The AC-130s destroyed the
trucks, and ammunition in the

trucks exploded, he said.
Ihe length of the Tuesday night
barrage suggested U.S. forces are
seeking to wear down the insurgents in Golan.
On
Monday,
insurgents
attacked Marines in the neighborhood, killing one American in
a battle that ended when a tank
destroyed a mosque's minaret
from which U.S. commanders
said insurgents were firing. Eight
Iraqis were killed.
In Berlin, Secretary of State
Colin Powell defended American
firing on mosques and other holy
places used by insurgents in Iraq.
Rejecting criticism by U.N. envoy
l-akhdar Firahimi, Powell said.

"We are being very careful," but
when holy places are used to
shoot and kill civilians and U.S.
troops, "we have an obligation to
protect our men."
British Prime Minister Tony
Blair also defended U.S. tactics in
Fallujah, rejecting an opposition
legislator's
assertion
that
'luesday's battle amounted to the
"murder or mutilation of hundreds of women who had children."
Blair said there were large
numbers of well-armed insurgents in Fallujah and "it is right
that the American forces try to
make sure that order is restored
to that city."

•
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Great earning potential
Will Train if qualified
Housing available
Bonuses

Thayer Toyota
Call Megan
for Details and
Financial Options.

1225 N. Main St. B.G

(419) 353-5751
www ThayerBG.com

The BG News is now
accepting applications for
Summer a Fall 2004 Staffs

ARTISTS needed at
To Sketch Portraits or Caricatures

Now's the best time to buy.

Reporters
Staff Editors

RAMAN'S
Art Shoppes. Inc.

CONTACT
Marsha at
(419)503-0011
mberning@sbcglobal.nci

Web Staff
Copy Editors

Photographers
Graphic Designers

Visit us at www.kamansart.'

Need an internship
or a coop as a
writer or photographer?

BG

NEWS

Applications are available in 210 or 204 West Hall.
Interviews will begin after April 21st.
Questions or further information? Contact Robert Bortel.
BG News Advisor, rbortel@bgnet.bgsu.edu

The KEY Yearbook is
now accepting applications
for staff writers and
photographers for the
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In walking distance of Camp

2 Bedroom Apartments
641 and 702 Third Street

2004-2005 Key

from only

$
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352-4380

month!

Heat, Water, £r Gas Included!

2 Bedroom Deluxe Apartments
710 and 730 Scott Hamilton

from only

• NEW Bathrooms
• NEW Kitchens with built in dishwashers A microwaves

$

Applications may be
picked up in 204 West Hall

per
month!

•Single Occupancy Rate $400

Spacious, newly remodeled units!
1 Efficiency Apartment Available for $285/per month
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WOMAN GETS PRISON FOR KILLING, BURYING MAN IN YARD
LAS VEGAS (AP)—A woman was sentenced yesterday to 7 to 20 years in
prison after admitting she strangled an Ohio man and buried him in her
back yard. Anna Linda Mitchel, 37, tearfully sought forgiveness from the
family of Cecil Walter Wilson, 44, of Miamisburg, Ohio, sobbing she was
"truly Sony for the pain they've felt." Mitchel admitted strangling Wilson
with a pair of panty hose in what a prosecutor characterized as the heat of
passion, and burying him behind her home near downtown Las Vegas.
Police said the body was found with a hand protruding from the ground.

www.bgnews.com/state

STATE

Church taking look at satanic abuse allegations
Satanic sexual abuse
case gets another look
after a Catholic Review
board agrees to consider allegations
By lohn Seewer
THI IsSOClAUD PRISS

TOLEDO, Ohio (AP) — The
Toledo Diocese is taking another
look at a woman's previously dismissed claims of satanic sex
abuse by Roman Catholic priests

now that one of the clergymen
has been charged with the "ritualistic slaying of a nun.
Police said the Rev. Gerald
Robinson strangled and stabbed
Sister Margaret Ann Paid, 71,
about 30 times over Easter weekend I9H0. Another nun found the
body In a chapel covered by an
altar cloth and surrounded by
bunting candles.
Ilie body was posed to look as
though she had been sexually
assaulted, but investigators said

Saturday they found no evidence
of sexual activity,
A seven-member Diocesan
Review Board will consider allegations made by a woman who
told the panel in lune thai she
had been physically and sexually
abused as a child by several
priests, including Robinson,
Bishop lronard Blair said. The
panel was to meet Wednesday,
although it was unclear if the case
would be discussed.
The diocese said it could not

document the allegations, but
police said the woman's mention
of Robinson sputred them to take
another look at the nun's slaying.
Prosecutors say new information
that they have refused to identity
became available that led to a
murder charge being filed against
Robinson.
Iliree other people have said
they were abused by priests in rituals, said Catherine Hoolahan,
an attorney who represents
about a do/en people with abuse
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lawsuits against the Toledo diocese. They all mentioned similar
occurrences, she said, but she
would not provide details.
Not all of those who made the
claims have filed lawsuits, and
none of the allegations were
against Robinson, she said.
The woman who told the diocese she was abused by Robinson
and other priests described
satanic ceremonies in which clergy members placed her in a coffin
filled with cockroaches, forced
her to ingest what she believed to
be a human eyeball and penetrated her with a snake "to consecrate these orifices to Satan."
The woman, now in her 40s,
also said she was abused by
another Toledo priest, Chet

Warren, said Claudia Vercelloti, a
director of Survivors Network of
those Abused by Priests In Toledo.
"Her whole complaint was
about ritualistic sexual abuse,"
Vercelloti said yesterday.
The diocese had decided not to
forward those claims to authorities because it could not substantiate them. Warren, who last was
known to live in Toledo, has been
banned born ministry, lie could
not be reached for comment.
Iheiv was no telephone listing
for him.
The diocese said it decided to
re-examine the allegations
because ol the findings of two of
Its lm esdgatOTS, Diocese officials
CHURCH,PAGE 13

WINTHROP TERRACE
400 E. Napoleon Road
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email us: winthrop@gerdenich.com
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Arresting police accused
of wrongful deaths

Present accusations from 1980
Schlesinger, a forensic psychology professor at lohn lay College of
did not return phone messages Criminal lustice in Manhattan.
Wednesday seeking further com- People committing ritual crimes
ment. Blair left Wednesday for a seek sexual gratification by possemiannual meeting for bishops ing their victims in certain ways,
with Pope John Paul II.
making them say certain things
Capt Mike Murphy, a police or act in a certain way, he said.
spokesman, declined to say
"Ritualistic behavior in murder
whether police were investigating is almost always associated with
the abuse allegations.
sexually motiBarbara
vated murder
7
hope
it's
not
Blaine, presiwhere the ritualtrue. You never istic conduct is
dent
and
founder of the know what's going carried
out
Chicago-based
because
the
on inside some- murder itself
survivors network, said that
would not satisfy
body's mind."
the first allegathe person psytion of ritualistic
CHRIS KltSEL.
chosexually," lie
abuse
came
said.
RENOVATOR AT ST. ANTHONY
against Warren
It's also comCHURCH
in the mid- to
mon for a sexual
late-1980s.
offender to kill one of his victims
Blaine has said that Warren but not the others, he said.
abused her for about four years,
Kenneth Ianning, a former FBI
beginning in 1969 when she was agent who studied hundreds of
13.
cases of alleged satanic abuse,
"I have no memories of ritual- said he found no documented
istic abuse, but I know he molest- examples of organized group rited me," she said.
ual abuse.
Ritual crimes are characterized
The Toledo Diocese includes
by repeated behavior that goes 323,000 Catholics in 19 northwest
beyond rape, murder or other Ohio counties covering 8,000
violent
act,
said
Louis Milan miles. Bordered by
CHURCH, FROM PAGE 12

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

CINCINNATI — Police used excessive force to subdue a black man
during a fight in a restaurant parking lot and must share responsibility
with the man for his death, a civil rights organization said on
Wednesday.
An assessment by a forensic pathologist commissioned by the
National Association for the Advancement of Colored People concluded that Nathaniel Jones died of asphyxiation, said Calvert Smith, president of the NAACP's Cincinnati chapter.
tones, 41, who died Nov. 30 after the videotaped fight with police,
bears some responsibility because he had consumed drugs that could
produce combative behavior, Smith told a news conference.
March 22, Hamilton County Prosecutor Michael Allen closed the
case, saying that an investigation persuaded him that police committed no crimes.
A police cruiser camera videotape showed that the 350-pound tones
knocked over one officer in a parking lot before the officers jabbed or
struck him with nightsticks for almost three minutes until he was
handcuffed. He died soon after his arrest.
tones was at least the 19th black man to die in violent confrontations
with Cincinnati police since 1995. Police union leaders said the men
who died threatened officers with weapons and in one case beat an
officer with his own nightstick.

Cleveland
names first
black cheif

Did you know...
"The Parrot" was a student
meeting place in BG in the 40's
and "a swell place to dance."

Michigan and Lake Eric on the
north and Indiana on the west,
the diocese includes blue-collar
cities and small towns in rural,
farm country south ofToledo. The
diocese has 159 parishes and 287
priests.
"It's a nightmare," Mary
Margaret Mahaffey said on
Wednesday while standing outside Rosary Cathedral, the diocese's landmark church where its
bishops have been installed over
the years. It's also where
Robinson was ordained in 1964.
I lespite all of the bizarre allegations, she and her husband, Bob,
said their faith hasn't been shaken.
"The Catholic church is fine
and will survive this," she said.
Chris Kiesel, 33, of Fostoria,
was working on a renovation project at the church and said the
reopening of the nun's case is giving the church a bad name just
after it had gone through the sex
abuse scandal.
"I hope it's not true. You never
know what's going on inside
somebody's mind," said Kiesel,
who is Catholic. "It's just a bad situation for the good people. It
gives the good people a bad
name. It's a shame."

Daniel Millet AP Pholo

SUPPORT: Parishioners at St.
Anthony Church, in Toledo.
Ohio, were setting up a legal
defense fund for their former
pastor The Rev. Gerald
Robinson. Robinson, 66, who
was charged Friday in the 1980
killing of 71-year-old Sister
Margaret Ann Pahl.

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

CLEVELAND — The man who
will be Cleveland's first black fire
chief says one of his top priorities
will be easing racial tension
between black and white firefighters.
"If I can remove some of the
suspicion, that's a big barrier right
there," said Paul Stubbs, a
i lcvrl.ii id firefighter since 1977.
Stubbs, 48, was to be named
Cleveland's fire chief yesterday.
A group of black applicants
filed a lawsuit in federal court 30
years ago accusing the department of racial discrimination in
its hiring.
Neariy 75 percent of the city's
930 firefighters are white.
Mayor lane CampbeU said it
was Stubbs' record, not his race,
that led her to choose him.
"He really is the consensus
choice," Campbell said. "This is
not a situation where I had to
intentionally go around the
process to create an historic situation."
For now, Stubbs is technically
the interim chief. Campbell
expects to name him the permanent chief after he passes civil service testing and interviews.

Trinity United
Methodist Church

BUY BACK NOW IN PROGRESS
SELL YOUR BOOKS

OFF CAMPUS

WHERE YOU ALWAYS GET A
BETTER DEAL

Worship Times
9:l5-Traditional
Service
10:30-Sunday School
II :30-Contemporary
Service
21" 1 North Summit Street
Bowling Gircn. Ohio 43402-2327
Phone 419-333-9031

FU4I9-.U.1319I
E-mail lnnily@wcnct.org
Praising and Proclaiming Christ
at the Heart of Bowling Green

DID WE MENTION OUR DIPLOMA
FRAMES ARE CHEAPER TOO?
STUDENT BOOK EXCHANGE,

530 EAST WOOSTER STREET, BOWLING GREEN
419-353-7732
WWW.SBXGOFALCONS.COM

f709 5th Street
APARTMENTS

HOURS MON-FRI 9-5:30, SAT 9-5:00
2 Bdrm., 2 Full Bath, C/A
Shuttle stop across the street
SSOO/month Full Year Lease
For Rental Information:
Contact Jack at
1-800-829-8638

.

or Steve at

(419)352-1150

NEW THIS FALL.
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Going Fast!
Houses Hi & Sin
■ 5-6 Bedrooms, 2 Living Rooms
■ Brand New Remodeled Basement
■ New & More Living Space
SO. Footage
5 Bdrm., 3 Uv.
Lg.Porch,New Carpet
5-6 Bdrm ,
CirA/C
Great Shape'

All Units Have New
DISHWASHERS!

tarn I

CITY BUCKS
USE YOUR STUDENT ID AS A DEBIT CARD
SIGN UP THIS SUMMER
CHECK OUR WEBSITE FOR MORE DETAILS

Call tor Into & upgradee at 353-0325.
1IWV". or listing •valiants 247
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Personals
Camaus Pollveves
Lasagna Special
Bread, salad & lasagna 11am - 9pm
S4.50 Pick-up or dine in only.

352-9638
OIBenedetto's
will be cooking & baking
their hearts out to make your
graduation parly a success
352-4663
We Deliver
Learn a skill lor life Take PEG 157
Western Horsemanship. Check us
out at Sandersonstables.com

Wanted
Grad. tickets needed lor
4:30 commencement. Will pay.
419-354-3088
Grad. tickets needed lor 9:30 Arts
and Sciences ceremony. Will pay!
Call Shorty 419-494-3425
Graduation tickets lor
1 pm Commencement Will payM
419-214-1467
Graduation tickets needed
lor 1:30 ceremony.
Call Kelley at 419-494-9151
Need Dane Cook Tickets.
Will pay!!
Call Dustin at 419-308-8752
Needed Responsible ma:jre man
or woman to share large home.
SSOO/mo. Call Donna 419-686-0045
Subleaser needed lor ellic apt.
on Wooster ASAP.
Call 419-438-2297
Subleaser needed starting May 14.
Take over lease July 9. Studio apt.
S350/mo 419-704-2703.
Subleasers needed 8/15/04-8/12/05
(or Columbia Court. 3 bed, 2 lull
baths, new carpet, new linoleum.
Call Lindsay 419-541-0231
Up to 3 people needed to sublet 2
bdrm. apt Pets allowed $550 mo
Aug 04-Aug '05. Call 419-494-6186
WANTED: 4 Dane Cook tickets.
WILL PAY BIG MONEYSS.
Call Julie at 419-261-5860.

The Daily Crossword Fix

For Rent

Help Wanted
Sales Clerk COSI Toledo
COSI. a hands-on science learning
center, is looking for a part-time
sales clerk lor our Science2Go
Store. Responsibilities include cash
handling and providing excellent visitor service. Experience with cash
registers and sales a plus Apply in
person or send cover letter, resume,
and relerences to :COSI Toledo, 1
Discovery Way, Toledo, OH 43604
Ann: Store Manager COSI is an
equal opportunity employer and values diversity.
Summer Jobs! Don't Wait!
Top summer camp in Maine still has
openings lor lemale counselors. We
provide round trip airfare, unilorm,
room/board, plus competitive salaries. Must have skills in one or more
of the following areas: Held hockey,
gymnastics, nursing assistant,
ropes, outdoor adventure department head, stained glass, water-ski,
windsurfing. Call 1-800-993-8342 for
more information or interview.
Check out website at www rampvega com our application can be filled
out online, include photo,

1, 2 & 3 bdrm. apts at 215-221
Manville. Available May & August.
Call 352-5239
2004 - 2005
800 Third St. 1 & 2 bdrm. Free heat
water & sewer Call 354-9740

SUMMER WORK
$11.15 Base-Appt.
Flexible schedules Ideal for
College Students
>Customer Sales/Service
>AII majors' all ages 18*
>Conditions Apply
Advancement Opportunities
>Fun environment
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS!!
Call Now!! (419)861-6134 or apply
on-line®:
www.worldOftudentg.can]
SUMMER WORK AVAILABLE
Medina, Summit and
Cuyahoga Counties
Internships & Scholarships awarded
up to $7000
Valuable work experience
Enjoyable work atmosphere
Flexible schedules
Increase your resume value
S400-S650 per week
INTERVIEWING NOW!
Medina County 330-239-9444
Summit County 330-929-7029
Cuyahoga County 440-777-7099

Apts. & Houses.
Singles & Groups.
No Pets 353-8206.
BGApls-818/822 2nd St
2 BR Apis avail. May or August
$490 ♦ gas/elec. 12 mo. lease.
Smith Apt Rentals 419-352-8917.

Wait staff busers. and kitchen help
Flexible hours, excellent money,
apply with-in 419-893-2290.
Yoko Japanese Reslaurant
465 W. Dussel Dr in Maumee

For Rent

3 subleasers needed for a 3 bdrm.
house 2 full baths, porch, lg, yard,
brand new. Call 419-352-5937 ask
lor Lena or Rob.
4 bdrm. house. $1200 mo. & utilities.
Avail. June. Oil street parking avail.
327 E. Merry. 419-654-5716 or
419-352-1268.
6 bdrm. house. 2 baths, off-street
parking, 1 blk. from campus. Open
May 15. 9 or 12 mo. 419-352-8673.
616th Second St.
1 bdrm. for rent.
Call 354-9740, ask lor Lucy.
721 4th St. 3 bdrm., 2 baths, central
air, dishwshr. Avail. May 15. $800
mo. plus dep. S util.. 419-353-0494.

FALL LEASES STILL AVAILABLE
1 and 2 bdrm. apts. Serene park-like
setting. Includes dishwasher, heat,
water, and trash. Bowling Green
Village. 352-6335.
Female subleaser needed. May 15Aug. 5. Unlurn, Sterling Apt. May +
Aug rent paid for Call 419-356-3817
Female subleasei wanted One rm
in two rm. bdrm apt. $195. Cable included May-Aug. 131 State St
across from campus. 353-1948.
Graduate Students
601 Third,1 bdrm.furn, 12 mo lease
Undergrads
704 Fifth, 2 bdrm.furn, 9-12 mo.
rates. A/C, shuttle
Seniors, Grads, Couples
710 Seventh, 2 bdrm, unfurn, A/C,
dishwashers, shuttle, heat included
Let's talk...352-3445
Lg. 2 bdrm. townhouse, vaulted ceilings, spiral staircase, garage, dwash
Available 5/17/04. Call 352-1104.
MOVE IN NOW - ONE MONTH
FREE 2 bdrm. apts avail, in serene
park-like setting. Includes dishwasher, heat, water, and trash. Bowling
Green Village 352-6335.

Help Wanted

Room lor rent. Private entrance.
$200/mo. util. incl.

BARTENDING' S300/day potential.
No exp. necessary. Training provided. Call 800-965-6520 ext. 174

"Efficiencies S studios avail, for
lease by the week, mo . sem. & year
All util. includ. Fully furn. cable TV.
Please call 352-1520 for more info.

Subleaser needed
lor next school year. 2 bdrm apt.

Admissions Clerk COSI Toledo
Make a dillerence at COSI! Become
an important part in providing the
best quality service through direct
contact with COSI visitors. This parttime position will meet and greet, as
well as be Involved in all operations,
such as cash register functions, operating the phone system and helping to ensure that COSI visitors
have a comfortable and fun experience Positive energetic leaders
need apply Send resume to COSI
Toledo, Ann- Christina Hicks. 1 Discovery Way. Toledo. Ohio 43604 or
email at hicks@cositoledo.org.
COSI is an equal opportunity
employer and values diversity
Advertising Coordinator. No experience needed. S1200/2 week projects. Summer, email gradmarketingOrogers com 1-877-410-7332
Artists to sketch portraits or caricatures at Cedar Point. Will train if
qualified. Great earning potential,
bonuses! Housing avail. Call Marsha
at 419-503-0011 or visit us at
www.kMarqaitcflm

"Lg & sm houses ind. leases.low as
$220 mo., singles or groups
Lg. houses now have dishwashers!
926-930 E Wooster, 6 bdrms.
303 Merry, Lg. porch, 3 liv., 5 bdrms
321 Merry A-C, 6 bdrms. gr shape
307 1/2 £ Reed St..3 bdrm,w/d. gar.
316 & 311 E Merry Apts., lg.2 bdrm
Listings 24/7 located at 316 E. Merry
#3 also EH Call 353-0325 9am9pm. All summer only rentals avail.
1 bedroom apt. 1082 Fairview Ave.
$390 mo. May - Dec

352-6414
12 month leases starting
May 15, 2004:
404 E. Court 2 BR apt.
2 person - $550 + util.
605 5th A • 3 BR. apt
3 person - $690 + util.
905 Mourning Dove 3 BR. house
3 person - $990 ♦ util.
Smith Apartment Rentals
419-352-8917

Chikjcare needed in our Sytvania
home tor our 12 and 14 yr. olds.
Must be avail for the entire summer,
June 10 - Aug. 25, between 8am5pm. Must have own car and two
relerences Please send a one page
description ol your qualifications to
P.O. Box 664 Sylvania, OH 43560

419-352-2506

Summer employment full-time. Get
a tan & work outside. Opportunity lor
advancement. Make S3000-S5000
Positions avail, throughout Ohio. Fill
out an application at www.iamcollegepro.com
SUMMER IN MAINE
Males and Females
Meet new Iriends! Travel!
Teach your favorite activity.
Sail Swim
Canoe
Waterski
Outdoor Living
Rock Climbing
Ropes Initiative
June to August. Residential.
Enjoy our website. Apply on line
TRIPP LAKE CAMP for Girls:
1-800-997-4347
www.trio

Sublsr. needed May-Aug S283.33
mo. & util.. possible talk down. W/D,
AC, DW/844 4th St. Apt. B. Call
419-378-1482 or 419-353-4797.
Summer subleaser needed.
2 bdrm apt. $390/mo.
352-0588

Wmthrop Terrace Apts.
FREE high speed internet
1 & 2 bdrm.apts. available
Call 419-352-9135.

• BRAND NEW *
The Homestead
for Graduate students.
Two great lofts, one bdrm,
vaulted ceiling, skylight,
ceramic tile, high efficiency
heat, central air, dishwasher,
exhaust microwave, located
downtown w/ extra storage
lockers and laundry on-site.
S575 + utilities.

1-2-3 BtdrggmApatlmtnlf

From Only
$465!
On selected door plans

AGEMENT
130 F. Washington Si. Bowling Gran

419-354-6036
Low security deposits!
(Jay-Mar only)
The Highlands- One ■
bedroom. Laundry facilities
in building. A/C, Quiet!
Starting al $375
Jay-Mar Apts. Newly
remodeled. All appliances.
Spacious, laundry facilities
in building, A/C, Gas
heat.Startingal$510
Additional Site to Choose
from: Summit Hill

• Ground floor ranch style
apartment with private

22
23
24
28
29
30
33
36
39
41
42
43
45

U.S. defense grp.
Indian nursemaids
Feats
Mom-and-pop org.
Three-stringed instrument
In the shadows
Rower
Start of a Mae West quip
University ol Maine campus
'60s hairstyle
A fifth of MV
Part 2 of quip
Legal order
Coup d'_
Dickens
Tests
Long-billed shorebird
Tangy
Part 3 of quip
Do beaver's work
Patient
Smudge

■ Spacious kitchen

GM AT

GRE

• Convenient on-site parking
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FREE HEAT

HIGHLAND

419-353-7715
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Completion
Supports lor sails
More sensible
Sunbeam
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Read the BG NEWS!!!
ATTENTION

Cla-Zel
Theatre
•SHOWTIMES-May 6th

"The Triplets of
Belleville"
Showing Nightly At
5:30 & 9:00 PM

"The Fog of War"
Showing Nightly At
7:00 PM
Student night is Wed.
All tickets just S3.75

STUDENTS

A Toledo-Based Company

APPRENTICES:
WE NEED YOU!
T.D.I, is a Large Company Looking for
Self-Motivated & Results-Driven Men and Women
to Start Immediately
W~ $387-$762 Per Week

WE OFFER
Full-time Summer Work, Internships, Valuable Work
Experience, Excellent Income, Awesome Atmosphere,
Incentive Based Vacation Packages, Incentives & Bonuses,
Job Training, and Advancement
Up To $6750 In Scholarships

419-539-7205

Call NOW!

1-800-809-9006

Heinzsite

t£*

Apartments

Management Inc.

FILLING UP FAST
STOP BY FOR LISTING
Call 353-5800

710 N. Enterprise

1 & 2 Bdrms
2 Bdrms co
and a b

Management Inc.
Hillsdale Apt., 1082 Fairview
1 & 2 Bdrm Apts./
3 Bdrm Twnhs.
Dishwasher - Garbage
Disposal -Washer/Dryer
Hook-up(2/3 bdrm)
Carports
FEW 3BDRM.
TOWNHOUSES LEFT
BGSU Bus slop

CLOSE TO

Management Inc.

CALL 353-5800 for an
appointment today!

/Cf|£CA
Management Inc.
Evergreen Apt, 215 E Poe
Studios/1 bdrms/2bdrms
Starting at $250/Mo.
NOW HAVE 2BDRMS HERE
Laundry on site
BGSU bus slop

Management Inc.

• Laundry facilities
• Pets welcome

Jaw

48
49
51
53
60
61
62
63
67
68

Parody
Video-game name
Leslie of "An American in Paris'
Ornate wardrobe
culpa (Sorry 'bout that)
Condensed bk.
Location of the Great Mosque
Isaac Asimov's genre
Handmade canoes
Vane dir.
Drawing out
Dance music
Wood dye
Johnson of "Laugh-In44 Aments
Unused
46 Whatever
25 Veto
47 Smelter
26 Knifes
50 Isle of Man man
27 Sharp taste
52 Ton lead-in
30 " a bird...*
53 Pelvic bone
31 Sole scraper
54 Spiritual nourishment
32 Prediction
55 Ornamental cases
34 Speechless
56 Allstate alternative
35 Lieu
57 Sovereign
37 Serving ol butter
58 Sphere
38 She sheep
59 indigent
40 Neophyte: var.
64 Toddler
65 James Bond's
Fleming
66 Individual
Former name of Verizon
Get a hold on
Once again Irom the top
Part 4 ol quip
Buddhist Thai
Flying toy
Accustom
A IM S W E R S
End ol quip
Brenda or Peggy
A V
•) r. y sBs i B 1 n
Alliance

THINKING ABOUT GRAD SCHOOL? LAW SCHOOL? MED SCHOOL?
CALL THE WORLD LI-ADFR IN TEST PKEP
_

entrance

We 'II lake care ol you. Best price.
well maintained, privacy and
deadbolt security, large
apartments. 24-hr Maintenance.

MANAGEMENT
.
www. bghigh landmgml.com
V^
highland@wcnet.org
J

1
4
9
14
15
16
17
18
20

• Patio

:

,.v,..„.v

Downtown B.G. • J53 1361

Two bedroom house
Close to campus.
Call 419-376-3399.

163 South Main Street
• S«rvln| tint Food Slnct 1972 ■

Fax (419) 354-8030

Office cleaning evenings. 5-7
hrs./wk. Own Iransporlation
required. Call 352-5822

Sublsr. needed lor 1 bdrm. apt.
above Wizard Graphics. $255 mo. &
util. Lease starts Aug 04-Aug. 05. If
interested call 419-308-0761.

* BRAND NEW

Lawn maintenance and landscaping.
Part and lull time Call 352-5822.
Now accepting applications lor
Fall child care staH positions.

$390/mo. 352-0588

HIGHLAND MANAGEMENT
130 E.Washington Street, 8G
419.354.6036
wvvw.bghighlandmgmt.com

^JggMQft^

ACROSS

April 30lh

Three great 2 bdrms
available starting at S695

Fall & spring child care needed for 2
toddlers in our BG Home 4 week
days a week-mornings or afternoons
Good pay 352-2134.
HBleiFiB.ntJ2eskCJer|<
Part-time (2 nights) 11 pm-7am
Nighl Auditor/Front Desk Clerk
Previous customer service required.
Night work experience preferred.
Days Inn Bowling Green
1550 E Wooster St.
Bowling Green. OH 43402
Phone: (419) 352-5211

419-352-4366

.,„i

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
19
21

3 bdrm., Crim St.. 1 1/2 blks from
campus. Lg. Ivg. rm., Lg. kitchen,
util. rm, w/d. $825 plus util. Avail.
Mid-May Smr rates. 419-352-7090.

•* Rooms next to campus. Individual
leases, includes all util's, low as
$230/mo. Call 353-0325 9am-9pm

400 counselors/instructors needed!
Coed summer camp in Pocono's PA
Lohikan.800-488-4321.lohikan.com

KAPLAN

brought to you by

Helnzslte Apt.,
710 N. Enterprise
1 & 2 bdrms
Dishwasher/Garbage Disposa
Washer/Dryer in 2bdrms.
CLOSE WALK TO CAMPUS
Starting at $415/Mo.

~1 6 2Bedroom

Apartments

Bedroom

Townhouses

• Carports

Carports

• IN THE 2 BDRM:

Washer & Dryer
Hookups

• Washer & Dryer
Hookups
• 1 & 1/2 BATHS

2 Baths
Full Basement

Management Inc.
Stop by the Office at
1045 N. Main St or
check website
www.meccabo.com
for complete listing
for next year.

CALL 353-5800 Today!

Management Inc.

BGSU BUS SHUTTLE SERVICE

GAVEL
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New editor of The Gavel looks forward to serving the community
As the end of the
school year approaches,
many Greek organizations
are looking forward to their
upcoming events and
newly-elected leadership
that will take effect next
semester. We at The Gavel
are no different.
On Friday, April 23,
2004, the University Board
of Student Publications
selected Alana Yankowitz
as the new editor-in-chief of
The Gavel for the 20042005 academic year. Since
this is the last issue of the
year, we decided to catch
up with Yankowitz to talk
about what to look forward

to for next year.
Q: What are your plans for
The Gavel next year?
A: I want to promote
Greek Life and keep the
campus involved and
informed about what is
going on in the Greek community.

written in advance.
Sometimes an event goes
on and The Gavel doesn't
come out until a while later.
Q: What made you want to
become editor of The
Gavel?

Q: What do you think will
be the biggest challenge
you will have to overcome
as editor of The Gavel?

A: I want to be a fashion
journalist and I thought this
would be a great opportunity. I also wanted to stay
involved with the Greek
community as much as I
can.

A: Well, since we only
publish once a month, I will
have to try to get stories

Q: What will be your
involvement with your
sorority next year?

LAMBDA • KAPPA • THETA • ETA • ZETA • EPISILON • PHI
O

x

<

B.G/s Largest selection of
Greek Merchandise

Burl's Bee Items
Stickers
Frames
Scrubs
CO Stationary
Shot Glasses
Glass Mugs
p Window Stickers
< Key Chains
T-Shirts

o

S5
O
CO

&
X
X

o

Tanks
Sweatshirts
Windbreakers

Hats
Jackets
Sorority Bags
Coffee Mugs
Plastic Mugs
Tumblers
Magnets

Candy Jars
Shorts
Jewelry
Flip Flops
Pins
Pencils/Pens
Bumper Stickers
I.D. Covers
Toe Rings
Belly Button Rings

BGSU Clothing
Dry Cleaning
Service
Tuxedo Rental
Greeting Cards
Balloon Bouquets
Balloons

o
3
o
»
o
l-H

10% off any o
one Greek item!

CO

531 Ridge Street
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402
(419) 352-8333

GAMMA • DELTA • EPSILON • ZETA

BGSU

Q: What would you like
readers to know about
you?
A: I'm well-rounded, very
involved in Greek Life,
and I am active in philan-

thropies. Be excited for
The Gavel. It's going to be
fun.
Q: How can people contact
you to contribute to The
Gavel?
A: You can email me at
ayankow@bgnet.bgsu.edu,
call the office at 372-2440,
or stop by the office and
leave a message.

THE GAVEL
April 29. 2004
End-of-the-Year Issue

Best Selection • Best Service
Best Quality
Your Sewn on Letters and
Embroidery Specialists

Collegiate Connection

A: I will just balance my
time and keep up with
Greek events so that I can
still be involved with Delta
Zeta.

I

• TETA • IOTA • MU

Editor-ln-Chter
ARIEL CASTRO
castari@bgnet.bgsu. edu
Contact Us/
NEWSROOM- (419)372-2440
ADVERTISING - (419) 372-2605
202 WEST HALL - BGSU
BOWLING GREEN. OH 43403

(MVEL
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Take a good look at these pictures:

On April 2, 2004, Georgina
Lynn DeJesus (right) vanished on her
way home from Wilbur Wright Middle
School in Cleveland, Ohio. Her disappearance occurred almost exactly one
year after the suspected abduction of
Amanda Berry (left) in the same neighborhood, only two blocks apart.
DeJesus, who is also known as
"Gina," was last seen wearing a tan
shirt, white sweater, light blue jacket
and white pants. She is 14 years old,
weighs about 135-140 pounds, is about
5' 1" tall with brown eyes and long
brown hair.
Berry was last seen on April 21,
2003, wearing a Burger King uniform.
She is now 18 years old, weighs about
110 pounds, is about 5' 1" tall and has
brown eyes and sandy colored hair.
She left work the night before her birthday and was seen walking towards her
house, but never made it home.

Both girls disappeared near
Westown Square Shopping Center,
between West 106th and West 110th
Streets and Lorain Ave. in Cleveland.
Cleveland Police are searching
for a "person of interest" - a "Hispanic"
male driving a white car with the
license plate beginning with the letters,
"SMS."
This month, these two missing
children cases gained nationwide attention on America's Most Wanted and
CNN. As of the production of this
issue of The Gavel, the search for both
girls is still in effect.
If you have any information as
to the whereabouts of either missing
child, or have seen anything suspicious
involving people fitting these descriptions, please notify the Cleveland
Police at (216) 623-5118, the FBI at
(216) 522-1400.
THE GAVEL

VIIvLAGE GREEK
AJPARTMEanrS

We're filling up fast!
4 left for May
5 Two bedrooms left tor August
j

2 Blocks from
Campus
480 Lehman
354-3533
village£reeii@dacor>iiet
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TheDelta
StartChiofPhiSomething
New:
adds service,
diversity to Greek community

WELCOME: The members of Delta Chi Phi hope to contribute to the Greek community through service and sisterhood. The new sorority was
founded April 5. 2004.
Ariel Castro/THE GAVEL
by Ariel Castro
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
Bowling Green State University is the
founding place for the nation's newest multicultural service sorority.
Delta Chi Phi was established by three
students at the University over the course of the
past school year. On April 5, 2004, the sorority
was officially recognized as a campus organization.

Ashley Charlton, a freshman, was the
major force in getting the organization founded.
"When I found out we were approved, I
screamed my head off at the Union," she said.
Charlton spent a lot of time and effort in
her push for the sorority's founding. She first
decided what she was going to name the group
and thought about what its purpose would be.
She also undertook the tasks of finding an advisor, researching what it means to be a social

sorority and a service sorority and spent hours
with other founders drafting the group's constitution and new member manual.
"It was just something I felt I had to
do," she said. "I know a lot of women want to
become part of a Greek organization, but don't
feel they belong in some groups. I wanted to
give them an option."
Charlton is very passionate about service and felt a multicultural service sorority

April 29, 2004

would be a great addition to the Greek community. Before starting Delta Chi Phi, she considered joining Phi Mu Fraternity and Theta Nu Xi
Multicultural Sorority.
"We have a good foundation for a sorority and we are waiting to build on it," Jennifer
Hastings, co-founder of the organization, said.
The original three founders, Charlton,
Hastings and Charece Sims applied for the
sorority to be recognized by the University.
Three members, Da'Vina Ellens, Ashley
Mitchell and Bianca Hutchinson, were added
between the time the group applied and the time
they were approved.
"I never thought I would be Greek never," Hutchinson said.
One of the milestones for the sorority's
founding mothers was applying for membership
in the Greek Independent Board.
"We wanted to be part of a board that has
a multicultural aspect," Hutchinson said. "GIB
incorporates a lot of our values and we became
part of a family."
Delta Chi Phi sorority is geared towards
welcoming women of all different backgrounds.
"We don't care what kind of person you
are, we want everybody," Charlton said. "Our
focus is service. Anyone can give back to the
community, no matter your race."
Hutchinson echoed Charlton's position
on service with a quote from Stephen Tyler:
"You can't truly appreciate what is given to you
until you give part of that back."
"I have always been interested in community service," Hastings said. "I feel good
about myself after I volunteer. I used to volunteer in hospitals, the Clothesline Project, and at
nursing homes.
As a service sorority, members of Delta
Chi Phi can also belong to social organizations.
"We are not taking anything away from
other sororities," Hutchinson said. "We want to
develop service projects and invite all sororities
and fraternities to participate. We want to work
together and get involved."
Since "DCPhi" was founded so late in
the school year, the members are really looking
forward to fall semester.
"We are hoping to get a lot more girls
and hopefully get known nationally," Hastings
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said. "But we're taking it one step at a time.
We are very happy and we know there is a lot of
hard work."
"Next year, we will just try to keep
things under control," Charlton said. "We want
to keep track of our history and retain the service aspect of it. We want to see how many girls
are interested and see how we can keep things
going on a positive note."
The sorority will be working to get a
summer pledge class and to establish an alumni
chapter.
"We want people to stay involved,"
Charlton said.
The DCPhi's are not following anyone's
footsteps. Future members will be able to make
the sorority theirs.
"I can't wait to have a little sister and to
help the community as a group," Hastings said.
For the founding members, the sorority is especially unique because of its unity and diversity.
"A lot of women believe you have to
become someone else to join a sorority,"
Hastings said. "We are proud of who we are
and we want to listen and learn about each
other."
Accomplishing their goals and working
towards the future makes the founders' experience worthwhile.
"I know this is what God wanted me to
do right now," Charleton said. "I feel very, very
blessed."
THE GAVEL

Visit
DCPhi

on the Web!
www.geocities.com/
deltachiphi
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Awards 2004

On Sunday, April 25, 2004, hundreds of fraternity and sorority members gathered at the
Lenhart Grand Ballroom to culminate the Greek Week festivities with the Greek Awards presentation.
The Office of Residence Life - Greek Affairs hosted the event, which recognized the
successes of the various chapters and individuals in the Bowling Green State University Greek
community.
Representatives from all four Greek governing councils emceed the event, including
Kimberlee Gilchrist of the Panhellenic Council, Florinda Hernandez of the Greek Independent
Board, Allia Miller of the National Pan-Hellenic Council, and Ryan Gamble of the
Interfraternity Council.
The awards presented were based on a range of criteria, all based on the Greek community's principles of scholarship, service, leadership, and brotherhood/sisterhood. A record 23
chapters applied this year for the chapter excellence awards, and a record number of chapters
received the distinctions of Most Improved, Bronze Achievement, Silver Achievement, Gold
Achievement, and Overall Chapter Excellence Awards as a result.
Freddie and Freida Falcon also helped celebrate Greek achievement at the ceremony.
A full list of award recipients is available in the Wednesday, April 28, 2004 edition of
The BG News.
Photos by Thomas Ginn / The BG News
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Tradition:
Theta Chi opens recruitment

efforts for revival of local chapter
by Lindsay Bell
REPORTER
Theta Chi Fraternity is officially
recruiting quality men who want to
enhance their college experience on campus in hopes to bring a stronger chapter
back to Bowling Green.
The fraternity believes in its traditions and ideals. It inspires true friendship,
teaches truth, temperance and tolerance,
extols virtue, exacts harmony, and extends
a helping hand to all who seek it.
Theta Chi began in 1948 and left
campus in 2000 due to low membership.
"The house just fell apart after
moving off campus," said Ross Gibson, the
Leadership and Education Consultant of
Theta Chi Fraternity. "Theta Chi was no
longer tied to the University and it closed
with 12 members left."
Gibson, a University of Idaho alumnus, travels all over the nation overlooking
and recruiting for different Theta Chi chapters. Last week Gibson visited nine sororities on campus asking women characteristics of the perfect man and recommendations of men not yet involved with Greek
Life.
"I think Theta Chi coming back to
campus is great. I am sure they will give
men on this campus great opportunity for
leadership in the years to come," Mandy
Takacs, president of Kappa Kappa Gamma
sorority, said.
"It offers a new perspective with
fresh ideas," Kristen Volkerding of Delta
Zeta sorority, said on Theta Chi coming
back to Bowling Green.

"There is a history on
this campus and the
800 alumni want to
see their chapter back
at the University."
Tom Fain, another Leadership and
Education Consultant for Theta Chi who is
assisting Gibson said, "The sororities did a
great job in selecting men through this
recruiting technique."
Of the nine sororities that responded, Gibson gathered 200 names of men to
contact information on. Once contacted
the potential new member has the option to
meet with a Theta Chi representative and
then is given a bid. Potential new members will be telephoned, emailed, or called
about future informational meetings. Two
bids have already been handed out to
potential new members. The goal is 25 men
and 45 by spring 2005 to install as a chapter.
"There is no house at this time",
said Gibson. The future men of this chapter need time to learn and function as a fraternity before getting a house. Theta Chi
is looking for quality men with strong leadership skills that will leave a legacy on
campus. These future recruits will have to
build from nothing and commit to Theta
Chi.

Leo Stevens, the Network Specialist
of University Residences at the University
of Idaho and Theta Chi alum said,
"Unfortunately the same thing happened to
my chapter in Idaho." Financial problems
caused the alumni to close the chapter
house and lease the facility to the
University for five years until the fraternity
regrouped. I am happy now that we have a
successful chapter back on my old campus.
"We are recruiting different kind of
men dedicated to their chapter and the
campus," said Gibson. "We want to do
what ever we can to prevent this problem
from happening again.
Theta Chi believed that they could
survive without campus assistance, but to
be a successful part of Greek Life a chapter
must be tied to the University. In Theta
Chi's Almatar it says, "We are here first to
be in school and then to serve our fraternity."
There are Theta Chi chapters all
over the region including Findlay, Toledo,
Ohio Northern, Michigan Flynn, Ball State,
and Indiana State University. Theta Chi
has also gone international with a chapter
in Canada.
"I think it is great that Theta Chi is
returning to Bowling Green," said Stevens.
"There is a history on this campus
and the 800 alumni want to see their chapter back at the University", said Gibson.
For more information on Theta Chi
recruitment contact Ross Gibson at
rossig)theiachi.org or look for flyers in residence halls.
THE GAVEL

SPIRIT: The end of the year is when a lol of Greek groups on campus show pride in their University.
Pictured above, from left to right, arc Rachael Micheli, Erin Wells, and Melissa Mikita, members of Delta
Gamma sorority, after painting the Spirit Rock, located between Kreischcr Quadrangle and Saddlemirc
Student Services Building.
Photo by Ariel Castro / The Gavel

More seniors considering on-campus housing options
by Lindsay Bell
REPORTER
Many upperclassmen are deciding to
stay on campus because of the convenient
access to classes, the library, campus events
and the Student Recreation Center, more possibilities of getting involved, no hassle of paying
bills, and the full service dining halls.
Bowling Green State University is a residential university that requires first-year and
sophomore students to live in University residences unless they are commuting daily from
home. There are many advantages of living on
campus which have drawn the number of students to stay on university grounds.
Senior Lindsey Schuster decided to live
on campus to hold another position in her
sorority.
"I took another position in my sorority
and it required me to live in the house again,"
Schuster said.

Greek Life has many living requirements for its members to live in the house for a
certain amount of time before they can move
off.
Mike Rosinsky, a senior and member of
Sigma Phi Epsilon lived in the fraternity house
because of taking another position too.
"I get to live with my best friends and it
is the closest building to the BA. It's also
where everyone hangs out in between classes."
Junior Scott Holden ran for director of
technological affairs in Spring Semester 2003,
which required him to live on campus his junior year. He got the position and decided to
live in Founders Quadrangle.
"As president of the Founders Hall
Council, member of the Resident Student
Association, and my director position I had to
live on campus," said Holden. "Living on campus is very convenient and I get to live with
friends."
Erik Bell, a senior, decided to live off

campus his junior year. His decision was based
on having more freedom and having get-togethers with friends.
"Sometimes.I wished I lived on campus
because of the better food," said Bell. "It is so
much easier to just pick up food and go.
Living on campus also offers the opportunity to
meet more people and you don't have to pay
bills."
Some upperclassmen choose to live on
campus due to transferring from another university.
Junior Erin Johnson said, "1 transferred
from the University of Toledo after switching
my major to education. It was too late in the
game to find a house off campus so I decided
to live on campus one more year. It is also a
great opportunity to meet more people."
For more information about on campus
living, contact the Office of Residence Life
office at 372-2011.
THE GAVEL
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Yahoo! HotJobs expert offers tips for job-hunting graduates
Finding that dream job can be quite an investment - of both time and
money - especially for graduating college students who are taking their
first steps into the professional world. Based on its recent survey of more
than 6(X) college seniors, Yahoo! HotJobs discovered soon-to-be graduates are
optimistic about finding a job this year. Over half of them (53 percent) have not
started looking for permanent employment, while at the same time, over onethird (34 percent) are confident that they will find a job within three months.
About 18 percent of respondents are ready to start their job search this spring,
while 42 percent are still not sure when they will start looking for a job.
To help them get a jump start on their job search in this year's competitive market. Yahoo! HotJobs' career expert and columnist, Erin Hovanec, offers
the following tips for budget-conscious students seeking their first jobs:

Pay
as You Go
at Internet
Cafes
Don't rush out to buy
reams of heavy bond paper
and books of stamps. You can
conduct your job search
almost entirely online. If you
don't have a computer with
Internet access at home or at
your local library, try a copy
center or Internet cafe.
They'll let you access the.
Web for a reasonable
fee, usually based on
how much time you
spend online.

Why
Buy When You Can
Borrow?

Frugal
Interview Fashion
Frugal Interview Fashion -You
can look like a million bucks for your job
interviews, but spend far less for that.
* Purchase one simple interview suit ifi a
basic color, like black, gray or navy. Wear
it to multiple interviews at a company by
simply changing the color of your shirt or
blouse, tie or accessories.
* If you can't find a suit at a reasonable price
or on sale, try a consignment or thrift shop.
* If you're on an extremely tight budget, you
can also contact local charities that accept
donated clothing. They may be able to
give you a suit or direct you to a place
where you can get one, such as Dress
for Success, which collects and distributes professional attire for
low-income women.

The first step to a successful low budget job search is to
renew and utilize your library card. Today's libraries are multimedia
information centers with everything you need for your job search:
Maximize
computers, copiers, printers and, of course, books! Most
Your Time Online
libraries offer well-stocked career sections. Be sure to
check out the reference section where you can find
lists of recruiters and company profiles.
Time is money, so before you log
on, make a list of things you want to
accomplish. Yahoo! HotJobs suggests that
you do the following:
* write your resume in advance;
Small
* develop a list of keywords to use when
searching for jobs;
Splurge, Big Benefit
* bring a list of companies you want to
research.
One of the toughest parts of job searching on a low budget is
*
Last,
you'll need an email account to
knowing how best to spend your money. Yahoo! Hotfobs suggests these
correspond with recruiters and hiring
few items you should spend money on:
managers. Some Web sites like
* Voicemail - You don't want to miss calls or messages from recruiters.
Yahoo! allow you to create an
* Thank-you notes - Thank-you notes are a must after any interview
account for free and offer extra storover the phone or in person.
age options to organize your corre* A portfolio - A portfolio or notepad holder makes a better impression
spondence. Just remember that
than an old manila file folder.
this email account is for profes* Business cards - Many copy centers can create low-cost cards.
sional use, so stay away
List all your contact information on the card, including
from cutesy useryour full name, job title or field, address, phone
names.
number and email address.
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Research society to support University biology students
Two Bowling Green State University
for three years, because of their extremely
students pursuing doctoral degrees in biological aggressive and complex social behavior.
sciences have received Grants-In-Aid of
Crayfish produce body signals and odors
Research from Sigma Xi, the Scientific
that express a dominance hierarchy, telling other
Research Society, to study crayfish behaviors.
crayfish whether they are bullies or not.
Proposals by Daniel Bergman of
Bergman will research what the chemical sigMaumee and Rachelle Belanger of Tecumseh,
nals are that tell other animals they are ready to
Ontario, were among 300 that were chosen for
fight.
funding from 1,300 applicaThe $375 grant will
tions from North America and
pay for videotapes, used in
The grants are the
abroad.
'These students
the analysis process, and
third and fourth
show particular promise in
other laboratory supplies
their research careers," said
and chemicals. He will be
Grants-In-Aid of
Dr. Paul Moore, a professor of
Research in the last 10 working with about 300
biological sciences at BGSU.
crayfish.
years for BGSU. To
"This grant is a stamp of
Belanger, 29, of
approval that they are doing
receive two in one year Tecumseh, Ontario, will
good research," he added, notlook at a different function
is "pretty incredible." of
ing that "the list of excellent
the crayfish-mating. She
scientists who got their start
■ will find out how male
with Sigma Xi grants includes Nobel Prize win- crayfish know when females are ready to mate
ners and some of the top scientists over the past through their chemical signals.
century."
Crayfish only mate at certain times each
The Grants-In-Aid of Research program
year, and the males have to determine when the
is the oldest of its kind, providing undergraduate females are ready to mate through specific
and graduate students with educational experichemical signals or odors. The crayfish have
ences since 1922. The program promotes scien- claws that have hairs, which act as one of their
tific excellence through hands-on learning and
12 noses to detect the chemicals. Belanger will
close working relationships between students
investigate the underlying neural process of the
female pheromones.
and faculty.
Her research is more costly because of
The grants are the third and fourth
Grants-ln-Aid of Research in the last 10 years
the molecular and biochemical techniques she
for BGSU. To receive two in one year is "pretty will be using. The $875 grant will cover travel,
chemicals and reagents. Belanger will travel to
incredible," Moore said.
the University of Windsor, the Bermuda
Bergman, 27, is interested in the neural
Biological Station for Research and the
mechanisms of aggression — why animals get
University of Kentucky for additional laboratory
angry at each other and fight. His research will
work. She will be working with roughly 200
involve crayfish, which he has already studied

Did you know...

crayfish.
Although the students will be conducting
their research separately, each project will fit
into the bigger picture of the world of crayfish,
according to Moore.
The two students, along with Moore,
have dedicated their research to crayfish because
the animal's complex social behaviors are much
like humans. Both crayfish and humans have the
neural chemical serotonin that is used in investigating such drugs as Prozac. Prozac and other
aggression-controlling drugs can be given to
crayfish and can act as a model on how to control aggression in humans, according to Moore.
A 1995 graduate of Minster High
School, Bergman received his bachelor's degree
from BGSU in 1999. He has also received a
Biological Sciences Non-Service Fellowship
and has five publications on crayfish neuroscience and behavior to his credit. He is the son
of Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Bergman of Minster.
Belanger graduated from St. Lawrence
College in 1996 with a degree in veterinary
technology. She received an honorary bachelor's
degree in biology in 2000 and a master's degree
in biology in 2002, both from the University of
Windsor. The author of four publications on fish
neurobiology and behavior, she is a 1992 graduate of St. Anne's High School and the daughter
of Gail Chene of Tecumseh.
Sigma Xi is a non-profit membership
society of about 75,000 scientists and engineers,
including nearly 200 Nobel Laureates. Members
are elected to the society based on their research
achievements or potential. Sigma Xi has 516
chapters at colleges and universities, government laboratories and industry research centers.
THE GAVEL

30% of Fortune 500 Executives are Greek

48% of all US presidents have been Greek
10% of all listed in Who's Who are Greek
42% of US Senators are Greek
30% of US Congressmen/women are Greek
Greeks make up only 3% of US population
40% of all US Supreme Court Justices have been Greek
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Finding ihai dream job can be quite an investment - of both time and
money - especially for graduating college students who are taking their
first steps into the professional world. Based on its recent survey of more
than 600 college seniors, Yahoo! HotJobs discovered soon-to-be graduates are
optimistic about finding a job this year. Over half of them (53 percent) have not
started looking for permanent employment, while at the same lime, overoncthird (34 percent) are confident that they will find a job within three months.
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Cafes
Don't rush out to buy
reams of heavy bond paper
and books of stamps. You can
conduct your job search
almost entirely online. If you
don't have a computer with
Internet access at home or at
your local library, try a copy
center or Internet cafe.
They'll let you access the.
Web for a reasonable
fee, usually based on
how much time you
spend online.

Why
Buy When You Can
Borrow?

Frugal
Interview Fashion
Frugal Interview Fashion -You
can look like a million bucks for your job
interviews, but spend far less for that.
* Purchase one simple interview suit it* a
basic color, like black, gray or navy. Wear
it to multiple interviews at a company by
simply changing the color of your shin or
blouse, tie or accessories.
* If you can't find a suit at a reasonable price
or on sale, try a consignment or thrift shop.
* If you're on an extremely tight budget, you
can also contact local charities that accept
donated clothing. They may be able to
give you a suit or direct you to a place
where you can get one, such as Dress
for Success, which collects and distributes professional attire for
low-income women.

The first step to a successful low budget job search is to
renew and utilize your library card. Today's libraries are multimedia
information centers with everything you need for your job search:
Maximize
computers, copiers, printers and, of course, books! Most
libraries offer well-stocked career sections. Be sure to
Your Time Online
check out the reference section where you can find
lists of recruiters and company profiles.
Time is money, so before you log
on, make a list of things you want to
accomplish. Yahoo! HotJobs suggests that
ou do the following:
* write your resume in advance;
Small
* develop a list of keywords to use when
Splurge, Big Benefit
searching for jobs;
* bring a list of companies you want to
research.
One of the toughest parts of job searching on a low budget is
* Last, you'll need an email account to
knowing how best to spend your money. Yahoo! HoUobs suggests these
correspond with recruiters and hiring
few items you should spend money on:
managers. Some Web sites like
* Voicemail - You don't want to miss calls or messages from recruiters.
Yahoo! allow you to create an
* Thank-you notes - Thank-you notes are a must after any interview
account for free and offer extra storover the phone or in person.
* A portfolio - A portfolio or notepad holder makes a better impression
age options to organize your correspondence. Just remember that
than an old manila file folder.
this email account is for profes* Business cards - Many copy centers can create low-cost cards.
sional use, so stay away
List all your contact information on the card, including
from cutesy useryour full name, job title or field, address, phone
names.
number and email address.
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sciences have received Grants-In-Aid of
Crayfish produce body signals and odors
Research from Sigma Xi, the Scientific
that express a dominance hierarchy, telling other
Research Society, to study crayfish behaviors.
crayfish whether they are bullies or not.
Proposals by Daniel Bergman of
Bergman will research what the chemical sigMaumce and Rachelle Belanger of Tecumseh,
nals are that tell other animals they are ready to
Ontario, were among 300 that were chosen for
fight.
funding from 1,300 applicaThe $375 grant will
tions from North America and
pay for videotapes, used in
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the analysis process, and
third and fourth
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their research careers," said
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Crayfish only mate at certain times each
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is the oldest of its kind, providing undergraduate females are ready to mate through specific
chemical signals or odors. The crayfish have
and graduate students with educational expericlaws that have hairs, which act as one of their
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close working relationships between students
female pheromones.
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Her research is more costly because of
The grants are the third and fourth
the molecular and biochemical techniques she
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for BGSU. To receive two in one year is "pretty will be using. The $875 grant will cover travel,
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the University of Windsor, the Bermuda
Bergman, 27, is interested in the neural
Biological Station for Research and the
mechanisms of aggression - why animals get
University of Kentucky for additional laboratory
angry at each other and fight. His research will
work. She will be working with roughly 200
involve crayfish, which he has already studied
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crayfish.
Although the students will be conducting
their research separately, each project will fit
into the bigger picture of the world of crayfish,
according to Moore.
The two students, along with Moore,
have dedicated their research to crayfish because
the animal's complex social behaviors are much
like humans. Both crayfish and humans have the
neural chemical serotonin that is used in investigating such drugs as Prozac. Prozac and other
aggression-controlling drugs can be given to
crayfish and can act as a model on how to control aggression in humans, according to Moore.
A 1995 graduate of Minster High
School, Bergman received his bachelor's degree
from BGSU in 1999. He has also received a
Biological Sciences Non-Service Fellowship
and has five publications on crayfish neuroscience and behavior to his credit. He is the son
of Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Bergman of Minster.
Belanger graduated from St. Lawrence
College in 1996 with a degree in veterinary
technology. She received an honorary bachelor's
degree in biology in 2000 and a master's degree
in biology in 2002, both from the University of
Windsor. The author of four publications on fish
neurobiology and behavior, she is a 1992 graduate of St. Anne's High School and the daughter
of Gail Chene of Tecumseh.
Sigma Xi is a non-profit membership
society of about 75,000 scientists and engineers,
including nearly 200 Nobel Laureates. Members
are elected to the society based on their research
achievements or potential. Sigma Xi has 516
chapters at colleges and universities, government laboratories and industry research centers.
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